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From Skip to Cip;
The torch is passed
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
Following a trying day at the
polls, the results of the fiftysecond FUSA Presidential elections were announced after approximately 30 minutes of vote
tabulation on Tuesday night.
Chris Cipriano, with 727 votes,
decisively took the election over
Natalie Van Eron who garnered
461. In an unusual campaign
move, write-in candidate Joe
Fattorini took 36 votes, one of
the more impressive showings
for a write-in candidate according to one Election Commissioner.
A subdued but unemotional
Van Eron said only, "Congratulations to Chris!" before departing from the Campus Center.
Cipriano, meanwhile, went directly to call his parents with the
news, displaying the family ties
he spoke of in Monday's Presi-

dential Debates.
"I want to thank all my supporters, everyone who made this
possible, who believed in what I
had to say and in my ideas. I
could not have done this without
all of them," Cipriano said.
When asked about his immediate plans, the President-elect
said, "I will be working with
Mike on the transition process.
We'll begin making the initial
steps toward implementing the
platform and the new [Town
Relations] branch."
Cipriano said, "The last two
weeks, stressful and eventful as
they may have been, were worth
it. We ran the campaign the way
we wanted to, and I regret nothing."
Incumbent FUSA President
Michael Reardon said, "I am
fully confident in Chris
Cipriano's ability to take over
FUSA. As Vice President of
Activities he proved himself as a
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leader and person dedicated to
Fairfield University. I am sure
that come April first, Chris will
be more than prepared to assume the role of FUSA President."
Reardon continued, "I think
both candidates really illustrated

their love for Fairfield and should
be commended for their achievements. I honestly hope that they
can share some of their ideas and
bring FUSA to an even higher
level."
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No hot
water in
Jogues
Hall
p. 8

Could Clam Jam really be cancelled?
Todd Chiaramida
Staff Writer
It seems that every year there
are rumors that Clam Jam will
be canceled. 1997 may be the
year it actually happens. It will
if the recently proposed ordinance by Ed Gleason, one of
five Police Commisioners in
Fairfield and also President of
the Alumni Association of
Fairfield University, passes at
the election in March at the
Representative Town Meeting,
or R.T.M. Before this ordinance reaches that stage, it must
be presented in February at the
R.T.M. It has already been
passed at the Police
Commisioner's meeting by a
vote of four to one.
Jim O'Connor, Co-Director
of Community Relations, and
Kate Mclntyre, President of the
Student Beach Resident Association, plan to meet with Paul
Audley, the First Selectman of
Fairfield, to discuss the legality of the ordinance. If the

ordinance is found to be Unconstitutional, then it must be either
rewritten or withdrawn.
The ordinance requires, "a
permit, obtainable through the
office of the chief of police,
whenever three or more kegs of
beer, or an equivalent amount of
alcoholic beverages, would be
available for consumption." The
permit would have to.be signed
by those purchaing the alcohol
along with the owner of the property on which the party will take
place. In addition, the permit
would list the amount of alcohol
purchased along with the number of guests expected. "The
chief of police, shall determine
the number of officers required
to maintain security and order at
the event. Payment for such
officers shall be made in advance."
The ordinance also states
"events held simultaneously on
properties contigous to each
other shall be considered one
event. However, a permit must
be obtained for each property."
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Ed Gleason denies that this ordinance is aimed specifically at
Clam Jam. He does believe that
it will have an effect on Clam
Jam.
Any violation of this ordinance would result in confiscation of all alcohol, $1000 fine
for the purchaser of the alcohol
and $1000 for the owner of the
property.
Mr. Gleason believes that underage drinking is a major problem in society today. When
asked why there is a need for
this law, he responded that it is
designed to control underage
drinking by high school students
as well as Fairfield University
students, citing floating high
school parties as a major problem. The ordinance he is supporting, however, specifically
addreses parties held on "properties contigous to each other"
i.e. Clam Jam.
Gwen Vendley, Dean of Students, is approaching the ordinance attentively. "As a
Fairfield University official, I
am concerned that any ordinance

passed in the town of Fairfield
address the town as a whole, not
Fairfield University students specifically."
Murray Farber, Director of
Public Relations, also voices his
concern for the rights of Fairfield
University students. "When anything is being done, we don't
want the students discriminated
against."
Many University students believe the ordinace is targeted at
them as a result of pressure from
Fairfield residents who have long
been discontent with students living at the beach. According to
Kate Mclntyre, "the ordinance is
attempting to control the behavior of all Fairfield student beach
residents."
JimO'Connoris not dismayed.
"This ordinance is still in its infancy . At this point I am optimistic and see no reason not to be.
There are a bunch of Constitutional issues at stake here." Issues will be brought up in February when the ordinance is presented at the Representative
Town Meeting.
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JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
Theresa Vitello
Staff Writer

On Thurs., Jan. 30, at 4:50 p.m. there was a case of burglary in
Bellarmine Hall. Cash was stolen from an employee's wallet.
On Fri., Jan. 31, at 10:27 p.m. there was a case of disorderly conduct in
Regis Hall. A student interfered with Security officers when they arrived
to investigate a suspicious persons complaint. The report was sent to
Judicial.
On Sat., Feb. 1, at 11:02 p.m. marijuana was confiscated from a room
in Dolan Hall. The report was sent to Judicial.
On Sun., Feb. 2, at 12:29 a.m. there was a case of vandalism to
University property and a possible assault in the Townhouses. A student
attempted to enter a party, while the person at the door refused to let them
in. There was a struggle and one student kicked a hole in the door. Security
is investigating, and no identifications have been made.
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Tonight at 5:30 p.m. in the Chapel, there will be a Eucharistic Minister
training session.
Fri., Feb. 7 through Sun., Feb. 9 is the Senior retreat.
Fri., Feb. 7, beginning at 4 p.m. is Class of '97 Pub Night at the Levee.
This weekend's FUSA film is Get On The Bus, shown Fri. and Sat.,
Feb. 7 and 8 at 8 p.m. and Sun., Feb. 9, at 3 and 9 p.m.
Also on Fri., Feb. 7, Club Blackbox is at the Quick Center from 10 p.m.
to 2 a.m.
Snowball, Fairfield's winter dinner/dance, is Sat., Feb. 8.
The FUSA Senate Induction is Sun., Feb. 9, at 3 p.m. in Bellarmine
Great Hall.
The Senior Salute will take place Tues., Feb. 11, in the Barone Campus
Center Oak Room.
Wed., Feb. 12, is Ash Wednesday. Masses will be held in the Egan
Chapel at 8 a.m., 12:10,4:40 and 10 p.m. There will also be an Ecumenical
Prayer Service at 6:30 p.m.

Classifieds
***SPRING BREAK '97*** CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS,
KEY WEST, SOUTH PADRE, MARGARITA, PANAMA CITY,
DAYTON A! FREE "MEALS & DRINKS" PACKAGE FOR PAYMENTS RECEIVED BY JANUARY 31! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 8
OR MORE! TROPICAL TOURS INC. @ 1-800-931-8687.
SPRING BREAK '97 WAKE AND BAKE! HOT DESTINATIONS!
FREE PARTIES! LOWEST PRICES! FR: $99. ORGANIZE
GROUP....EARN
FREE
TRIP!!
1-800-426-7710.
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
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On Mon., Jan. 27, at 7:41 p.m. there was a wallet stolen from the Rec
Plex. The case is under investigation.
On Wed., Jan. 29, at 3:13 a.m. there was a case of credit card fraud
reported from Gonzaga Hall. A student's card was stolen and charges were
put on it. The case is being investigated by the Security Department and
the Fairfield police.
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CHEERS

BOOS

to Cip-Great job... to Star Wars...to
interesting Saturday nights.. .to a drunken
friend dancing and babbling...to not being able to behave yourself...to the Big
House and girls night...to Schwartz for
doing 21 shots...to waking up with the
phone in your hand and having no idea
who you called...to hooking up with Irish
guys...to to elections being over...to two
great housemates at the BP for surviving
elections- love you...to just saying no,
no,no...toFranKoerting-GoodLuck...to
Kerry- Happy 21st- love future
Sandbar...to Mari D for coming in 1st
and getting her best time...to days shopping with friends...to romantic day trips
with your boyfriend...to KG for having a
tough 2 weeks...to no triples in
Gonzaga...to Don't Be Cruel...to being
cute and sexy...to Ecto-Cooler and
vodka...to friends who agree with your
taste...to Steph and Leah for surviving
the world's most boring anniversary
party...to Maddie King, in Virginia, who
is Leah's little sister...to lightening
bolts...to BBQthat'stoo hot to handle...to
laughing...to Nancy-Happy Belated
Birthday!!...to amazing amusements...to
getting through the hell...to going home
for the long weekend...to taking time to
have fun...to losing weight...to new
friends... to hooking up with your longtime friend and his new friend at Central... to the guys in TH87 for cooking
dinner for the girls... to guy friends that
give great back rubs... to the B& S version of raquetball... to not dividing the
house... to breaking house rule #1.... to
going to Snowball... to someone on campus being worth $10... to Kris and Tessa
"Happy 21st". ..to Carl fore-mailing us...
to the Bosstones and Pie Tasters concert
this weekend...to surviving the worst
weekend we muddled through
somehow...to Wendi's Burger King-but
he's not thinking of you...to Liz, the dart
queen, Happy 21st...to Katie's plan- let's
go Montyzuma...to getting 127 back..to
Irish Boy (who finally knows my name)Happy Birthday- from "Glooves"... to
finally getting great pictures... to getting
in a good mood; it's about time...to skiing
trips to Mt. Snow...to wings at lector
meetings...to Matt and Jamie for drinking the generic soda...to sunny days!!

to guys who want a commitment but
you don't...to chickenheads and
crumbsnatchers...to braces that don't
work...to TH 93 finally getting busted- it
was fun while it lasted...to housemates
who grossly misuse ping-pong
paddles...to the stalker finding a new
victim...to not having a clue...to puking
til 7 p.m....to banging on the car
window...to feeling like freshmen and
not getting into any parties...to nocturnal
roommates...to Ecto-Cooler and
vodka...to snowstorms and skids...to old
folks that don't dance.. .to combo-balls.. .to
itty-bitty living rooms with teeny-tiny
floor space...to people who think FUSA
President has more power than APK...to
stupid boys...to Ash-holes...to graphic
design...to people who don't pick up
sweatshirts...to the glee club party...to
baggage...to Big Apple...to lying about
your weekend in Vermont...to claiming
to know CPR...to not remembering Saturday night... to having to return lingere
because of airline strikes... to being afraid
that you might have ended up at the
Shaven Yak...to parents who think you
are on drugs., to EP labs for being so
confusing... to the Health Center, thanx
for nothing... to being told by a close
friend that he would kill himself if he
were you... to almost having your head
split open on the frig... to nasty campaign
slogans... to a friend who ditched his own
21st birthday party... to housemates that
smoke in the house... to car stalkers... not
being called by your fullname while being chased by a drunken friend... to missing your 5 PM appointment., to announcing that you are repressed while in a
drunken state... to only being worth ten
bucks... to Dl and D2.... to never saying
the right thing...to unwanted crowds...to
to no mozzarella sticks, only fries...to
Richie- and his bad timing...to meaningful coffee talks- Oh, no!.. .to being checked
out by REDNEB...to those who skip out
on IRHG meetings...to "oil and
vinegar?"...to Duncan Norman and the
cutie...to having no front door... to losing
the front door on 127... to making a fool
of yourself...to interviews and
resumes...to people who don't drink
Tab.. .to snow turning into rain.. .to fighing
with your parents for no reason.

Isn't your Valentine the best one on earth?
Don't you feel an irresistible urge to Cheer
him or her?
Well, if you don't, then Boo something.
You know the drill. The Mirror Office is in
Gonzaga. Box AA is in the Campus Center.
You can find them both; but you only need
to find one.
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Kids meet kids in New internationals mainly
cultural program from former Soviet Union
Bettina Hahne
Contributing Writer

Kristen Sullivan
A&E Editor
In Celebration of Martin
Luther King Jr. Human Relations Week, Fairfield University
students joined Bridgeport fifth
graders from the Elias Howe
School as part of the Elias Howe
Adopt-A School Program to examine their diverse cultures and
appreciate their cultural differences.
Lan Cameron, a graduate student and Residence Hall Coordinator for Jogues Hall, organized
the celebration with fellow RHC
and graduate student, Maria
Amarante.
Cameron and
Amarante, along with Father
Stanley gathered 25 Fairfield
University students who wanted
to take part in the program.
The university students exchanged letters with the fifth
graders and met for the first time
last Friday in Bridgeport at the
Bassick High School gym.

Last October, Cameron was
approached by the MLK Human Relations Committee cochairs Dan Conroy and Charissa
Almonte to organize the program.
The fifth grade students and
their collegiate pen pals participated in reading and writing activities that explored their diverse cultures. The program
was designed to apply thinking,
reading and writing to issues
such as culture, diversity and
human interactions.
Cameron said, "positive adult
role modelling has a tremendous effect on emotional, intellectual and social growth of children."
Cameron extended his appreciation to all the students who
participated, with special gratitude to Amarante and Father
Stanley, who helped make the
Adopt-A-School Program a success.

Seven new international students arrived at the beginning of
the semester, further strengthening the diversity of Fairfield University. The total number of
internationals now rises to 100.
Father Laurence O'Neil, Director of Student Support Services, has directed the orientation program for international
students for the last three years.
Marie Baldino and Richard
Leighton, two Fairfield seniors,
assisted O'Neil in catering to the
needs of the internationals. They
helped the students acclimate by
giving them a tour of campus,
going shopping with them during the first days and trying to
help them with their questions
and problems. For the last two
semesters, Baldino and Leighton
have met the internationals at the
New York airports and brought
them to campus.
"The orientation helped to
make the entry for the new students as comfortable as possible,"
said Russian undergraduate Ivan
Pankov. "I felt that I was heartily
welcomed, and a cordial dinner
on the night of the second day
helped people to relax and to get
to know each other."
In addition to Pankov, the new
internationals are: Stanislav
Radchenko, from Ukraine; Paula
Rodriguez-Wallem, from Argentina; Maria Ioulikova, also from
Russia; Stephen Moody, from
Ireland; Vidya Narasimhan, from

Thursday is celebration of
Miki's martyrdom
Rev. Joseph MacDonnell, S.J.
Professor of Mathematics
Nagasaki,
Japan
and
Townhouse #9 both celebrate and
anniversary this Thursday, Feb.
6. Nagasaki is remembered for
atomic devastation, but450years
ago it was home to the first Christians of Japan, descendants of
Francis Xavier's converts and
the site of the first Christian martyrdoms of Japan. Townhouse
#9 is named to honor Saint Paul
Miki, S.J., who dies in Nagasaki
400 years ago this Thursday.
Death days are celebrated by
Catholics because they coincide
with one's birth into Eternal Life.
Miki was a Jesuit scholastic,
one year away from ordination
to the priesthood and only 27
years old when he was martyred
for his Faith in 1597. Miki was
the first Japanese member of any
Catholic religious order, and had
he survived, would have been
the first Japanese priest. He was
the son of a well-to-do Japanese
military chief living near Kyoto,

and as such had the right to wear
the bright kimono of the Samurai. Miki's family converted to
Christianity when he was about
five years old, and at the age of
22, he joined the Jesuits. Miki
proved himself to be an excellent disputant with leaders of
other religious sects and was recognized as an eloquent speaker
who preached with such fervor
and eloquence that he changed
the minds of many listeners who
were not Christians.
Miki
lived
during
Christianity's most rapid increase- the 200,000 conversions
that occurred in Japan during the
40 years following Francis
Xavier. This forward thrust
ended when General Toyotomi
Hideyoshi seized power. Initially
indifferent to the work of the
Jesuits, Hideyoshi changed his
mind in 1587 and decreed that
all missionaries leave the realm.
None of the 100 Jesuits obeyed
this order, but instead went underground to continue to serve
and comfort the Japanese Catho-

lics. Their Jesuit companions were
serving English Catholics in the
same way under Queen
Elizabeth's persecution. Many Jesuits both in Japan and England
succeeded in outwitting both
Hideyoshi and Elizabeth's priesthunters, at least for a time.
In 1596, just a few months before his ordination to the priesthood, Miki was arrested with two
companions at the Jesuit residence
in Osaka. Their ears were cut off
as a sign of disgrace and they
were paraded through many towns
as a warning to other Christians.
Finally, a few weeks later Miki
and two other Jesuits were crucified along with 23 other Christians. Bystanders described Miki's
composure during this ordeal,
dressed in his Jesuit cassock and
delivering one last sermon from
the crucifix there in Nagasaki in
1597.
Miki's story is related in a
number of books in Nyselius Library, one of which is Wings of
Eagles, by Francis Corley and R.
Willmes (BX4655.C6).

India; and Maganat Shegebaev,
from Kazakhstan. All of the
students are between 20 and 25
years of age and look forward
to making American friends.
Pankov said that he finds
Fairfield to have a good approach to a quality education,
and that he is happy to meet
many outgoing and openminded people.

"There are so
many things
you just
cannot find in
textbooks..."
Moody, who is in the MBA
program, is also satisfied with
his classes and professors. He
likes the friendly campus, although he finds it a little quiet
coming from Trinity College
in the center of Dublin. He
agrees with Pankov in that the
orientation program was ex-

tremely helpful: "Marie, Rich, and
Father O'Neil always made sure
we were okay. Father O'Neil
handled certain logistics like opening bank and e-mail accounts, while
Rich and Marie covered the social
end, brought us to "The Grape" for
a drink and introduced us to a lot of
new people."
The orientation, however, is not
the only avenue for students coming from abroad. Alessio Sancetta,
a native Italian, leads the International Students' Club. He is in
charge of arranging diverse social
meetings and assists the students
in the assimilation process.
Leighton and Baldino, in addition to the orientation, organized
sight-seeing tours, picnics, and a
trip to the Broadway show, Cats,
last semester. They enjoy the time
with the internationals and are now
searching for two enthusiastic students to take over their positions
following their graduation in May.
Leighton, who values his experience as a coordinator, said, "I
had the unique opportunity to learn
from students from all over the
world. There are so many things
you just cannot find in textbooks. I
have made special friendships
which will last a lifetime."

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!
BE PART OF A SPECIAL
FAIRFIELD
TRADITION!!
Did you know that as juniors, Fairfield students traditionally participated in a year of service? They welcomed
the freshmen in September with orientation and said goodbye and good luck to the seniors in May with Senior Week.
Now that Fairfield has a June orientation program,
sophomores plan the program throughout the spring semester. It's a great way to meet new people, have a blast
with your friends, and take part in the special tradition of
service.
If you are interested in being on one of the planning
committees for Orientation for the Class of 2001, ask for
and application at the Campus Center Info Desk, or in G44. You can also contact one of the following people with
any questions or for an application:
Lucia Corvino & Mike Piagentini
Co-Chairs of Orientation 1997
Orientation 1997 Executive Board:
Carolina Brenes-Oldham— Special Events
Mary Conk— Tours and Photos
Mark Donoghue— Arrival and Traffic
Katie Ferranti— Parents Program
Kristen Geschine— FYE Coordinator
Kathleen Kiernan— Opening Day
Nichole Mancone— Administrative
David Okenquist— Sports & Recreation
Jennifer Reina— FYE Coordinator
Nick Segretario— Evening Entertainment
Rebecca Watts— Parents Program
Time commitment is only one hour per week during the
semester. You are welcome to come back early in September to welcome the freshmen and help them move in.
Pick up your application today!!
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Career Planning
Center to offer
Job Fair
The Career Planning Center
will be hosting it's annual career spectrum/job fair on
Wednesday, February 12th from
1:00-4:00 in the Oak Room in
the Barone Campus Center.
Take advantage of the opportunity to attend this program and
meet representatives from a wide
range of industries including:
retail, advertising, and banking
to name a few. This is a great
way to network and build rapport with potential employers
who may have full time employment opportunities and
summer internship openings.
When talking to representa-
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Do you
have story
ideas?

tives, have plenty of questions
for them. For example, you
might want to ask about the types
of positions organizations have,
and for the types of projects you
could expect to be doing, if you
started to work for them. Ask
about their plans for growth and
request employer literature. The
more curious you are about them
the more you will learn.
We suggest wearing suits and
dressing semi casual (nice slacks
and shirts or blouses) and bring
a copy of your resume.
All classes and majors are invited to attend.

Do you
want to
write
news?
Call JoAnn
at x2533.
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FILM & TELEVISION MINOR
DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
James Mayzk SJ (x7239)—Program Director
PROGRAM DETAIL
Six courses, eighteen credits, inducing

I.

FOUNDATIONAL COURSE-three crecCts

FILM USTORY/THEORY

or TELEVISION HLSTORY/THEORY

At least TWO required courses, six credits—and
the chosen track
FILM TRACK
FM130 Art of Film
FM131 The Early Film
FM 132 The American Film
FM 133 The Foreign Rim
FM 230 Special Topics in Film

III.

no more than nine credite—In
TELEVISION TRACK
TL101 Art & Language of Television
TL 102 Television Drama
TL 103 Documentary Telev ig'on
TL 104 Television Comedy
TL 105 Children's Television
TL 106 Video Art

FILM PRODUCTION or TELEVISION PRODUCTION

■3

TWO required courses, six credits—in the chosen track
RLMTRACK
TELEVISION TRACK
FM134 FJimmakingl
TL 130 HAM Television Production I
FM320 Filmmaking I
TL 230 HAM Television Production H

IV.

Holly Galla
Staff Writer

A soothing hot shower... for
most, that is the only way to
wake up in the morning. But
students living in Jogues Hall
nostalgically remember the days
when a hot shower was not a
luxury bestowed on the lucky
few.
Recently, there have been
complaints about the lack of hot
water in the Quad dorms, especially Jogues Hall. Getting a hot
shower has been like playing
Russian roulette—picking one
and hoping for the best. Certain
showers on each floor do work
properly, but step into one at
around 11 o'clock Monday
morning (after everyone else has
taken their shower) and be prepared to freeze. The more people
who have used the shower, the
colder it will be. Is this fair? Was
this part of the deal in the student-signed Residence Hall
Agreement forms? Students say
no, and are requesting that something be done.
When four Jogues Hall Resident Assistants received com-

plaints from students on their
floors, stating that the showers
have been working "on and off
since the beginning of the school
year, the R.A.'s went to Lan
Cameron, Jogues' Residence
Hall Coordinator. Cameron contacted University Operations,
which promised to work on the
system over Thanksgiving Break.
The problem should have been
solved then, but apparently it was
not. Cameron said, "In theory,
the showers should be okay now,
but realistically, they're not."
One of the problems with this
issue is that hot water is an objective thing. What one student
describes as lukewarm, another
will describe as hot. Therefore,
not all students are complaining,
so the demand for the system to
be fixed is not as urgent as it
could be.
University Operations declinedcomentatpresstime. Until
the water problem is fixed, what
are the aggravated students to
do? Since bundling up for the
shower is not an option, it seems
the only advice to offer is to
shower before others, shower fast
and hang in there, the University
is working to fix the problem.

Koerting accepts
new position

FT 100 INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL ARTS IN FILM & TELEVISION
and a choice of a Track in Film or Television with FIVE THREE CREDIT courses (fifteen credits) distributed os
foJows

II.

Hot water still a
problem in Quad

As of Monday, Feb. 3, Fran Koerting, Coordinator of the First Year Experience program and
Orientation, asssumed a new position as Associate
Dean/ Director of Residence Life. Gwenn Pasco,
who vacated that position, will be working on a
research project for the University.

ONE ELECTIVE COURSE

An addHionai Film or TV History/Theory Course—three credits—from section II
above, or one course from the following:
History/Theory
Production/Studio
AS 127 America in Rim
SA124 Photography I
EN 379 Rim in Literature
SA 224 Photography H
EN/W343Dromalic Writing for Rim & Television
FM 300 Independent Study Rim
AH 157 Hslory of Photography
FM 310 Rim Internship
AH 191 Art &Myth of Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy,
SA H4 Time Arts
P->tehevik Russia (many film components)
TL 300 Independent Study TV
AAMD 415 Intro to CD ROM
AAMD 450 Computer Graphics MMD 456 On line Information Utilities

#ullivan<s
rlowcr fihop Ltd.

AAThese graduate courses may be taken with approval of Graduate School of Education

Valentine's Day
Friday Feb. 14th

With approval of Program Director, students may, by exception. 'cross tracks'to take
courses in which Ihey are porticulariy interested.
Intro to Visual Arts ofttm & Television
F8m or TV history/Theory
Fflm or TVProducHon
Elective

3 credits
6-9 credits
6 credits
3 credits

one course
two or throe* courses
two courses
one course fcan bmnofherHist/Th)
SIX COURSES

mini

TOTAL

is CREorrs

Remember your loved ones with
flowers from Sullivans Flower Shop.

Spring Break '97 Spring Break '97

Bcihcimcis
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Van**
http://www.takeafapeak.com
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/ Earn a 3 •0
FREE
Trip

Round Trip Air Fin
Seven (7) night* loaning at choice hotel.
Welcome party with complimentary Island beverage.
Beach parties, FREE food, FREE drinks tnd more.
Exclusive FREE or discounted admission to Nassau's hottest clubs.
Flu* much, much, morel

3
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90
CS

* Order Early
* Call 259-1629
* Or 1-800-339-7888
* Fax your order 1-203-259-5722
* Internet —
htt://www.flowerlink.com/sullivans.
* All major credit cards acceped

ft
25 S. Benson Rd.

TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
MIc darj fli^o ro CJOOR San ml Madn it Til AV Alkac Aim]i

OH

to

Call now for complete details: 1-8QQ-9-Beach-1

Foirfield, CT 06430

(203)259-162?

Fox (203) 259-5722
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Naut's future
is uncertain
Lauren Pandofelli
Campus Life Editor
Anne Nolte
Staff Writer
The Naut is a tradition among
student beach residents, but its
future stands on shaky grounds.
There seems to be a shortage of
money to fund this semester's
Naut, and as a result, the first
one was held this past Monday,
already three weeks into the
Spring semester. Without sufficient money, the Naut may
only last about three or four
more weeks.
Sam Peterson, who is responsible for organizing the Naut
along with Tom Saunders and
Chris Fuschillo, said that they
did not collect enough money in
the beginning of the fall semester to finance the Naut for the
whole year. "We're trying to
scrape together the money to
run the thing," said Peterson.
He explained that although he,
Saunders and Fuschillo tried to
collect $35 from each student
over 21 years of age participating in the Naut, many students
did not pay. In fact, he said, the
Naut fund was so low that there
was not enough money in the
pool to purchase the proposed
cups, engraved with this year's
Nautlogo. "I think people would
rather have the parties that the
cups," Peterson said.
The Spirit Shop, where the
kegs are purchased, stipulates
that the total fee for the kegs
must be payed up front, when
the Naut begins. For the 1996
fall semester, a total of 102 kegs
were purchased, 62 for the Naut
and 40 for Alumni weekend. A
keg of Natural Light regularly
cost $42, but because Peterson,
Saunders and Fuschillo buy in
bulk, they receive a discount on
the kegs. The Spirit Shop would
not disclose the special price,
but Peterson said that he purchases each keg at $40. Thus, at
this rate, Peterson, Fuschillo and
Saunders spent a total of $4,080
I '•■^•Wi'Wi'-m-'r:

for last semesters' kegs, not including the cost of cups and ice
for Alumni weekend.
In a recent survey of 64 student beach houses, 74 people
maintained that they did not pay
while 248 people said that they
did pay the $35 fee. Two of the
64 houses do not participate in
the Naut. Assuming that those
questioned were honest, $8,680
should have been collected for
the Naut, leaving a balance of
&4,600 to be put toward this
semester, ample money to fund
the Naut for the entire Spring
semester.
"Definitely less than half (of
the residents who participate in
the Naut) paid," Peterson said.
Yet he never specified as to how
many people did contribute, and
he failed to account for how
much money was collected at
the beginning of the fall semester or how much remains.
Peterson, Saunders and
Fuschillo circulated a letter to
students, asking those who have
not paid to do so. Peterson said
that he received only one $35
dollar check since then. A student has the right not to pay the
Naut fee if he or she does not
participate in it, but many people
admitted to attending the Naut
even though they did not pay for
it.
"I'd love to personally apologize to the people who have
cooperated," and Peterson said
"we're trying to be as diplomatic as possible." He added
that he understands that people
who paid are angry so Saunders,
Fuschillo and himself have
scheduled the Naut for the month
of February, with the hopes that
more people will pay.
"This is as much anybody's
thing as it is ours," Peterson
said. He is correct in the sense
that if the money is not accounted for, the Naut will be
discontinued, a tradition will
dissipate, and everyone will suffer."
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Interracial relationships in
a world that isn 't colorblind
Gina Lucibello
Contributing Writer
I met Brandon in October of
my freshman year of college.
We were in a bar, a college dive,
a regular hole in the wall. Instantly I was attracted to him.
He was tall, athletic looking and
had a great smile. His smooth
brown skin shimmered with perspiration as he stood in the corner of the crowded bar. We chatted that night, exchanged numbers, and for the next four
months, pro- ^^^^^^^^
ceeded to do
what college
kids do best,
"hook up." Our
relationship
never got serious, and so I
didn't bother to
mention it to my
Italian parents. I
wasn't quite sure
how they would
react to my "involvement" with a black man.
Almost a year later, Brandon
and I got together again, this
time seriously, and it was then
that I had the displeasure of discovering how my parents felt
about interracial dating. Now,
as a first semester junior, I am
still at Fairfield and I am still
dating Brandon. What has
changed however, is the fact that
my parents no longer pay for me
to go to school here, and I have
had to take out a loan and get a
job in order to fund my education.
When all this first happened,
I was overwhelmed with emotion. I felt abandoned by my
family and embarrassed by their
prejudicial attitudes. Now, after
months of talking to different
people about my relationship
with Brandon and my parents'
reaction to it, I realize that Brandon and I are not alone. A USA
Today survey reports that 70
percent of the teens surveyed
said that they would date someone of a different race while
more than half of all those surveyed reported that their parents
would disapprove. Observers
note that the higher level of tolerance compared to a few decades ago stems from increased
exposure to interracial situations
through television and film as
well as the growing concern of
educators to develop curriculums which promote respect for

all cultures.
At the same time, many of
the parents of these young people
say that they would be concerned
about the well-being of their children and the obstacles that they
would be destined to face as part
of an interracial relationship in a
world that is not color blind.
Whether these parents are truly
concerned or whether they are
just exhibiting prejudices is hard
to determine. What is clear, is
that when it comes to the topic
of interracial relationships, a

ers. Whether or not they work
out depends upon where your
priorities are." Being both the
product of an a participant in,
Trevor offers some valuable insight into interracial relationships. Trevor's mother is an Irish
immigrant and his father, African American. Trevor's maternal grandmother was so outraged
by her daughter's marriage to a
black man that she basically disowned her daughter and never
even saw her grandson Trevor
before she passed away. Trevor's
^^^^^ father also experienced a strain in his
relationship with his
family because of his
decision to marry a
white woman. Although Trevor's parents divorced after
twenty-two years of
marriage, the primary
reason was economic.
However, Trevor does
^^^^m say that race played
some role in the
breakup because he feels his father let the color of his skin limit
his own expectations of himself
and that his mother was frustrated by this. Although Trevor
mentions that his father did at
one point suggest that dating
Sonia might be a mistake, for
the most part Trevor's family is
fine with his decision. While
Trevor gets along very well with
Sonia's mother, he does wish
that things with her father could
be different. Despite his parents'
breakup, Trevor has faith in interracial love. "Follow your
heart," he says, "and the color
won't matter."
While it is certainly true that
many members of the younger
generation hold different beliefs
than their parents and grandparents, interracial relationships
aren't for everyone, young or
not. Issues of loyalty to one's
heritage and family deter some
young people from dating outside of their own race. Aaron
Howard, an African American
columnist on the Internet, says
that while he has only dated
someone outside his race once,
he has vowed never to dive into
the "vanilla pot" again. Howard
poses the question, "By crossing over, how do I stop myself
from turning my back on Harriet
Tubman, Sojourner Truth and
Rosa Parks-my strong black

"70 percent of the teens
surveyed said they would date
someone of a different race
while more than half of those
surveyed reported that their
parents would disapprove."
severe generational gap exists.
Trevor Browning and Sonia
Frega, both juniors at Fairfield
University, have been dating for
two years. While their relationship hasn't met quite as much
resistance as my own, it hasn't
exactly been smooth sailing.
Sonia's father has never met
Trevor. He tells Sonia that according to statistics, interracial
relationships don't work out. He
insists that Sonia has a greater
chance of being abused and ending up divorced if she marries a
man outside of her race. In fact,
Sonia's father not only wants
Sonia to marry within her race,
but he would prefer she marry
someone who shares her
Portugese heritage. But Sonia's
father is not the only person in
her life who has had something
to say about her relationship with
Trevor. Sonia recalls a white
male friend from her home town
who gave her a hard time. He
told her "once you go black, you
never go back." Despite the opinions of her father and of the one
friend, Sonia maintains that the
people in her life are for the
most part supportive of her and
Trevor's decision to be together.
"Throughout our relationship it
has never even really occurred
to me that Trevor and I are members of different races," she says.
"It just never mattered."
Trevor feels that interracial
relationships are "like all oth-

Continued on page 6
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From the Field...
Dr. Ronald Davidson
Contributing Writer
Warning: Hunter S. Thompson
has determined that when the
going gets weird, the weird go
pro.
Amazing Asian Bus Tales#I.Robert, the Dutch Buddhist
monk, wants to travel to
Pathankot. (No, this is not a math
problem). He goes to the bus
station, asks the station yard
manager, who controls the flow
of buses, when the Pathankot
bus leaves and is told to get on a
specific bus. He climbs on the
bus, is sent to another bus, then
another, finally ending back at
the original bus, only to be told
by the driver that it's not the
Pathankot bus. He gets off, the
bus leaves, and as it goes he
hears the bus conductor cry out,
"Pathankot,
. going
to
Pathankot!" He goes back to the
yard manager and asks, "So
when is the next bus for
Pathankot?"
One of the more self-indulgent forms of entertainment on
Saturday night is to get together
with a bunch of foreigners and
complain about the country
you're in. Actually, any country
will do, but the one at hand has
a few advantages. It's available,
you probably had some weird
interaction in the previous
twenty-four hours, and you get
instant catharsis because you are
usually in the company of someone who can top your story.
There are some authentic benefits to this rude form of social-

izing, mostly in the range of good
warnings about places to avoid
while eating or traveling, and
sometimes alerting others to peculiar customs which have not
been heretofore appreciated, like
the availability of certain forms in
certain offices, for example. The
problem is that it reinforces stereotypes, is grossly insensitive to
those of that country present and
is a poor strategy to deal with the
next encounter, which is invariably around the corner.
Amazing Asian Bus Tales #2:
Matthew, the eminent Tibetanist,
is on a bus from Jimbesi in the
Solu Khumbu to Kathmandu.
Loaded onto the bus are thirtyfour standard issue Sherpas (who
have acute motion sickness problems), and on the roof are two
crates of fish and three of yak
butter. One hour into the two day
trip, and the Sherpas start loosing
their collective lunch. By the beginning of the second day the
ripeness of the interior of the bus
is only exceeded by the fish and
butter cooking on the roof. The
driver picks this morning to miss
a curve and crash the bus off to
one side, spilling the butter, fish
and Sherpas into an amazing,
stinky, gooey mess, topped off by
one really annoyed Tibetanist. The
Sherpas immediately have the
situation in hand. They begin beating up the bus driver and scooping up the butter and fish, separating them as best as they can. I trust
the Tibetanist was set to one side.
They collectively insist that they
drive to the bus company for compensation, stopping every hour to
beat up the driver again to im-

press him with their sincerity.
That evening, Kathmandu is
set for a real treat.
The problems in the field
are real, and if you have a
professional assignment in a
country, it's clear that methods of encountering the frustrations of that country must
be developed. A good way is
to begin a diary or written
record which separates out issues of personal confrontation
from the issues of data gathering. They are not the same, but
are frequently confused even
by those with much field experience. Asia is not an area
which has ever set any premium on egalitarian values,
for example, so one of the standard forms of interaction is for
an individual to attempt a posturing of superiority over another. This may be done subtly, as in a travel agency, or
overtly, as in the bank and is
present even when the person
genuinely wants to provide service. While most Americans
will reach for verbal and physical affirmations of equality,
most Asians have no cultural
background which allows for
such equality outside of the
familial enclave. Fortunately,
overt attempts to establish hierarchical superiority are rarely
done by those with whom we
have close contact, but are frequently encountered in normative business or social relationships.
So I go into a bank.
Davidson, "I'd like to cash my
check." Clerk, (very loud)

Relationships, from p.5
sistahs who labored on
freedom's lines to bring hope to
this generation?" While some
would argue that it is possible to
cherish your own race while dating someone of another,
Howard's disagreement is evident when he states "it's one or
the other."
Another Internet columnist,
Creighton T. Harris, responds
to Howard's statements. He criticizes Howard's statement concerning Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth and Rosa Parks as
being off track. He remarks sarcastically, "I did not know that
these women were fighting for
the right to have black men date
black women exclusively." He
goes on to say "I thought they
were fighting for equality and
freedom, one of those freedoms
being freedom of choice, and
inclusive in that freedom is the
freedom to date anyone you
choose." While Harris feels that
someone such as O.J. Simpson
should be described as a "sellout" because he married a white
woman solely as a status symbol, he will not let a generalization be made. "Those who hap-

pen to date outside their race for
nothing more than love, that is
the strongest love that exists on
the face of the earth."
Interracial relationships are
not now nor have they ever been
easy. In a society that is by no
means colorblind, those who are
often experience feelings of isolation and abandonment. While
many young people today are
finding that they can love across
race lines, they are also discovering that some of the people in
their lives cannot. For this reason
many people in interracial relationships often feel like they are
"stuck in the middle", and this
can be a very traumatic experience. In order to help those in
interracial relationships cope with
their pain and many other emotions that they may be feeling,
support groups have been established.
Elise Harrison, a counselor in
the Fairfield University Health
Center, was very helpful to me
when I was first dealing with my
parents' reaction to my relationship with Brandon. She emphasized that despite my parents'
attempt to make me feel guilty

about choosing to be with Brandon against their wishes, I was
not doing anything wrong. She
helped me to understand that
my choosing to live by my own
morals and values did not make
me disrespectful or ungrateful
as my parents seemed to think,
but that it only showed that I
felt an obligation to obey my
own conscience first and foremost. By talking to Harrison, I
was better able to deal with the
pain that came with obeying
my own conscience and not
that of my parents.
For anyone who is in an
interracial relationship and experiencing some of the same
emotions that I did, I recommend talking to a counselor.
While friends and certain family members may listen to what
you have to say, a counselor is
trained specifically to help you
deal with your emotions. For
additional information, there is
a New York support group by
the name of Interace that can
be contacted at (718) 657-2271
or P.O. Box 582, Forest Hill,
New York, 11375-9998.

"Yes, but Gentleman you can not
do that just now, you must be
coming back tomorrow." Now
there might be any number of
reasons I can't do it today: he
doesn't have the forms required,
he isn't authorized and the authorized is out but he doesn't want to
lose public face, it takes too much
energy for him and he was up all
night at a recitation of the
Ramcaritmanas... orany of athousand other circumstances. Generally, if one is patient and flatters
the clerk, the check will be cashed,
especially if you can establish
hierarchy immediately. I usually
use a combination of procedures.
I give the clerk my business card,
ask to see the bank manager (who
is never available and whom I do
not want to see anyway). When I
must deal with the clerk, I let him
know that he is probably much
better than the bank manager, after all, and I leave myself in his
good hands. He smiles, we have
tea, and eventually my money
appears.
Such strategies are initially distasteful to Europeans and Americans, who want their check cashed
for reasons with which they are
familiar: the validity of the check,
the availability of funds, etc. Many
Asians, however, are less concerned with the function of a position than with the status structure of the position itself. If they
move too much paper off of their
desk, for example, it might appear that they are dispensable, a
threat to their job and family.
Accordingly, forms are processed
slowly and irregularly, thus ensuring the individual's impor-

tance. What our bank clerk wants
is for a person of importance to
acknowledge his own importance. Thus, I first establish my
own position in the hierarchy by
my titles, which I never use in
such encounters in the U.S., and
then acknowledge his indispensability to my welfare, putting
myself in his hands. When I leave,
the interaction (on a good day)
has taken thirty minutes, and the
clerk feels good about himself.
He will be predisposed to the
next foreigner and nice to me the
next time I come in. On a bad
day, it's taken me three hours to
cash a check, and we're all
grumpy when it's over, each of
us silently resolving to avoid the
other until all beings obtain enlightenment.
Amazing Asian Bus Tales #3:
Ron, the Halfbright Fellow, gets
on the bus going from Dehra
Dun to Rajpur. The bus driver
and conductor decide to stop at a
liquor store, where they buy a
bottle. They immediately sit
down and consume the bottle
and begin to argue about who
owes whom money. The passengers are still waiting on the bus,
which is parked outside the liquor store. The driver and conductor come to blows, with the
driver knocking out the conductor, but only after he has been cut
on the left ear. He climbs on
board the bus, bleeding from his
left ear and quite drunk, starts the
bus and away we go, leaving the
conductor out cold by the side of
the road.
Life is an adventure. Bon voyage!

COSO News:
It's payback time! Get revenge
on Henry Humphreys, Dr.
Philip Lane, Father Tom Regan,
Fr. Richard Stanley, or Dr. Kray
Steffan. With each dollar you
donate to Appalachia, you get
the chance to throw a pie in the
face of the faculty member who
gets the most votes. It's as
sweet as pie.

If you have a story
for campus life,
call Lauren in The
Mirror ext 2533.
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Learning from a friend
Alex Ordonez
Staff Writer
In the summer of 1993,1 pull
up to the park on 78th Street in
Woodside. Poncho, 19 years old,
steps out of the car and says,
"I'll be back." About two minutes later, I look into the pitch
black park, only to see four
flashes of light followed by four
loud shots. Pop Pop Pop Pop.
Poncho strolls out of the darkness, into my car and tells me,
"You better break out before
the cops come," as he pulls out
a gun with a trail of smoke escaping from the barrel.
Four years earlier, I'm looking down from my second floor
window, watching a yellow cab
pull up. Out steps a young kid
that looks straight off the boat.
He is dark skinned and barely
speaks a word of English.
Poncho was shy those first
couple of days, but he quickly
overcame that phase. He started
to hang out all night at different
parks around the neighborhood.
He became very well adjusted
in his new environment. He was
slowly beginning to make a
name for himself in the area.
There were many nights

when I used to hang out in the
lobby of my building and see
him come home after a night of
partying. He used to always ask
me in his strong Puerto Rican
accent, "Ales. When are ju' goin
to hang out with me and my
friends." I always answered him,
"You know my mother doesn't
like me to hang out late."
Then he would go on about
what happened that night at a
club. "I met dis' fly Spanish girl,
and I beat her boyfriend's ass to
get with her. Then she got all
mad at me, so I tol' her to get
lost."
That was in the beginning.
After a year or so, the stories got
even worse. I would be sitting in
the lobby with my friends, and
he would stumble in drunk or
high with blood on his clothes.
We would always ask him what
happened, and he would always
say the same thing. "You know
how it is, I had to stab somebody
again. He stepped to me wit' his
hand unda' his chirt, so I stabbed
him real quick. He didn't even
have a gun." He would always
lighten everything up by saying,
"At least I got with this fly
honey."
As the year went on, Poncho
became increasingly bigger in

name. It was getting so that no
one could say anything about him.
If he ever found out that anyone
was saying anything about him,
and he did hear everything, he
would pay that person a visit. A
visit very much like the one he
paid the person in the park.
The years kept passing, and
Poncho and I grew increasingly
closer. In my area, you really
don't have much, so what you
have, you cherish. Friends are
one thing that is cherished in
Queens, and Poncho would always look out for me.
Then in 1993 Poncho got shot
eight times. He was trying to take
someone's girl, and the guy got
really upset. As Poncho turned to
leave, the guy shot eight bullets
into his unsuspecting body. In the
hospital, it turned out that seven
of the eight bullets didn't hit any
vital body parts. But the eighth
bullet struck his spinal cord and
left him partially paralyzed. Poncho can still walk, but he walks
with a very noticeable limp.
Since then, Poncho has lost
some of the notoriety he used to
have. Although he still has a very
big name for himself in the neighborhood, there are now people
around that really don't respect
him in the same manner that they

used to.
Before I knew Poncho, I was
very naive to the ways of the
city. My neighborhood would
have eaten me alive if it wasn't
for Poncho because for most of
my life, I was very sheltered
from my surroundings. My
mother even sent me to a boarding school in Long Island for the
majority of my youth. Yet although she tried her hardest to
provide me with the best alternative to my neighborhood, it
was inevitable that I would return to it.
Poncho has made my transition into city life much easier. I
feel that I live vicariously
through him. I see what Poncho
goes through everyday, and it's
not a pretty sight. He really has
no family to go home to besides
his brother and the few other
kids from around the neighborhood. If it wasn't for Poncho,
and watching what happened to
him, I would have probably committed the same mistakes he
made, although I probably would
not have been as lucky as Poncho was.
I used to think just like Poncho. I wanted all the girls. I
wanted all the respect. Poncho
though, always told me that he

lives a "shitty life." He used to
tell me how much he looked up
to me and that he wished he
could have gone to college. He
always encourages me and says,
"Ju' are the smart one from the
crew. Everyone else around here
is a fuck up. You are goin' to go
somewhere. I hope you don't
forget about us."
Although Poncho is considered a bad character by everyone
in the neighborhood, including
my mother, I think he has served
as a good source of guidance for
myself and the other few kids we
are friends with. Poncho has done
a lot of bad things to a lot of
people, but that doesn't make
him a bad person, in my opinion.
That is just the way he is. He was
always like that, and he will always be like that.
That doesn't mean that is all
he is. My friends and I all know
that Poncho has a different side
of him that has greatly shaped
our lives into what they are now.
I am sure that if he had grown up
in a different environment, he
would have turned out as a completely different person. Poncho
now realizes that he has lived a
bad life, but he can't change the
past, and he definitely can't erase
it either.

Thinking of going abroad, study in Italy
PR - Fairfield University, in cooperation with the Lorenzo
de'Medici Art Institute of Italy,
is offering students a unique academic experience—a year
abroad living and learning in
Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance. Students can choose
from courses in international
business, history, political science, communication, math, Italian language and studio arts
while walking in the footsteps of
Michelangelo, Machiavelli and
the mighty Medici princes.The Lorenzo de'Medici Institute is located in the San
Lorenzo district, close to the
Medici palace in the historic center, and lectures will take place
in the former 13th century chapel
with original artworks, altars and
sculptures honoring the Order
of the Knights of Malta.
As a leading center for Fashion Design and one of the most
important cities in Europe for
restoration of both architecture
and art, Florence is the ideal
learning environment for those
planning careers in the visual
arts professions, and there are
workshops in computerized animation design and in creative
advertising and graphics entertainment as well as silkscreen,

photography, weaving, trompe
1'oeil and decorative painting.
The studio at Via dell'Alloro is
one of the largest art studios in all
of Europe and the sculpture studio has the distinction of having
been the site for the creative explorations of Donatello and
Michelangelo.
Classes are taught by masters
such as Lorenzo Casementi, who

are responsible for restoring the
frescoes of Giotto and other major medieval and Renaissance artists that had been damaged in the
1966 flood. As part of the class,
his students are able to examine
the frescoes which he worked on,
now on display in the Santa Croce
Francisan Church.
Other intriguing courses including "International Marketing

of Italian Food," "Introduction to
Italian Wines," "Intercultural
Communication," "Museology
and Conservation," "Love, Marriage and Maternity in Italian
Women Writers," and "History
of Italian Theatre" just to name a
few.
Florence has over 120 museums, churches and palaces and
when not in class, students can
explore the resplendent tombs of
the Medici family or visit the
homes of Dante and Machiavelli.
Along the Ponte Vecchio, built in
1350, students will find antique
shops filled with fabulous gold
and silver jewelry as well as chic
leather works, cameos and embroidery.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, professor
of art history at Fairfield University and academic director of the
program, noted that an important
feature of the Florence campus is
its international character and participants in the program can rub
elbows and share experiences with
students also attending from Denmark, Brazil, France. Singaproe,
Switzerland and Holland. Slide
lectures on Botticelli, Andrea del
Sarto and Cellini will be followed
by trips to their workshops and
the palaces and libraries of their
patrons, the Medici princes, as

well as to trips to museums such
as the Ufizzi and the Bargeto.
In addition, students enrolled
in the program will also have the
option of participating in field
trips to the canal lined streets of
Venice, Rome - the eternal city,
the doomed land of Pompeii, the
sun-drenched shores of Naples,
and Capri, Ravenna, Siena and
Assisi - sacred to the mystic St.
Francis.
Application for the Florence
Campus Programs are due no
later that May 15 for the fall
semester and November 1 for
the spring semester. For complete details call the School of
Continuing Education at
Fairfield University at (203) 2544000 ext 4220.

There will be an
informational
meeting on Monday, Feb.17 at
3:10 p.m. in
Canisius 1.
Questions? Need
application: call
ext. 4220
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I would like to extend my congratulations
to Chris Cipriano. All of the candidates in
this year's election put forth a valient
effort and Chris, I have no doubt that you
are a ready and able person to fill Skip's
shoes!
I feel obligated to address the issue of
"The Truth". In an election such this,
when the candidates are all qualified and
willing to put forth the time and dedication to serve as FUSA President, slanderous and bogus attacks are uncalled for
and ludicrous. Instead of taking the time
to criticize people who are willing and
trying to help our school, why don't you
occupy your time in a productive manner?
On a more positive note, good luck next
year. Chris - you HI be great!

Letters to the Editor
Where is the hot water?
To the Editor
After five months of no hot water, the girls of Jogues 4th floor are finally voicing their opinion on behalf
of many unsatisfied residents.
Although Jogues has four showers on the 4th floor, only one legitimately works properly, and that one
runs out of hot water periodically, because daily 34 girls stand in line waiting for that coveted shower with
the little bit of hot water.
For five months now, our RA has repeatedly tried in vain, to get someone to alleviate the problem, but
all has been to no avail. There are only promises that have been unfulfilled. Many parents as well have
called in to Residence Life, requesting that this problem be taken care of, and yet their pleas have virtually
been ignored.
Jogues 4th floor is not the only Hall experiencing this lack of hot water. In fact we are told that this is
a chronic problem that the whole Quad shares.
As a group, we feel it is not too much to ask, to have a hot shower when we choose, without having to
fight 34 other girls for that one shower that works. We are sick of standing in line waiting, and furthermore,
we are sick of taking showers at all odd hours of the day, because we are afraid that if we do not wake up
early enough someone else will beat us to the shower, this also happens in the evening hours as well. After
all where is the $25,000 we pay in tuition going?

Deirdre K. Tindal
Veronica O'Connor
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Jessica Motard
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THE TRUTH" revealed

Christopher Deis
Commentary Editor
We all have to face dilemmas of
conscience and morality. Children eat candy or take cookies
from a jar and in secret go off
into a corner and chomp away so
quickly at their misgotten prizes
that they have no time to enjoy
whatever bounty they may have
reaped. Bill Cosby, before millions, sits and confesses that he
has had an affair. Journalists,
and others in the public eye that
have been enshrined with the
public trust also have to come to
terms with issues of morality
and trust. When they have information that is marked "top secret" must journalists keep this
secret or tell the public what is
contained within? Although, I
have never had an experience of
this gravity, I was faced with the
dilemma, an ethical and moral
quandary over what to do with
some information that recently
came across my desk.
As many know, I was campaign manager for Joe Fattorini
during the recent presidential
campaign. In that position, I was
made aware of information about
violations that occurred during
the campaign. As campaign manager, I was pledged to not divulge this information and I kept
my word. In essence, a newsworthy event, a happening that
should have been announced
was not. For this, I am extremely
regretful.
My burden is somewhat lessened as I mold electrons into
images on my computer screen
because of a recent series of
events that came to pass this past
Tuesday.
On that morning, flyers were

circulated around campus that
detailed supposed violations of
campaign rules by Ms. Van Eron.
Apparently, the flyers referenced
her removal from the primary
debate, the reasons for which
were kept secret by the Election
Committee. As rumors circulated
as to those responsible for the
flyers, it came to my attention
that I was considered a prime
suspect by some in the remaining two political camps. Apparently, the logic was that since the
literature was well written, that I
was responsible. I am grateful
for this backhanded comment
that attaches my name to anything that is written intelligently,
but I must confess that I am also
simultaneously insulted by this
degradation and slander of my
name.
I did not circulate this literature, nor would I, for as my record
has proven and as I am about to
demonstrate, I have no fear of
speaking the truth, and I have
and will sign my name to anything that I produce, for anyone
that thinks I am a coward certainly does not know my essential nature, nor have they paid
close attention to anything that I
have written under this banner
called The Mirror.
In political science we learn
that a "good" political system,
that serves the people is dependent on informed voting by the
voters This is especially true in
a democracy. Some would argue
that not all things need be known
nor are all facts relevant to how
a candidate will conduct his or
her business as either the President of the United States or as
FUSA President. I beg to differ.
I think that character (however
defined) matters and that to not
communicate information to the

public is both ill advised for
maintaining a healthy state and
insulting to the public. It is for
this principled reason that I believe that the people have a right
to know the substance that was
behind the flyer circulated on
Tuesday.
As was explained to me, Ms.
Van Eron was removed from
the debate because of an alcohol
violation in which she distributed cups with her slogan on it to
prospective voters. In a repeat
of the infamous Pilkerton incident, it was hoped that a drink
would buy a vote in this FUSA
election. But, Ms. Van Eron is
not alone in her attempt to "buy"
votes. It has been conveyed to
me that Mr. Cipriano attempted
to do likewise, but Cipriano's
tool of choice was candy with
his name and slogan attached to
it.
How candidates campaign is
ultimately their choice. I am offended by candidates that insult
the intelligence of the voters and
seek to buy allegiance based on
commodities other than the fact
and substance of their campaigns. All that I desire is that
there exists a free flow of information that allows people to
make informed choices as to
who they will select as their
elected leaders.
Behind the satire and poor
humor that is contained in the
flyer "The Truth", there is in fact
a dose of truth about FUSA as a
body often led by those that are
simply politicians willing to do
and say anything to get elected.
I hope those that seek to lead
FUSA, and the students that are
affected by it, take note of the
astute observations contained in
"The Truth" and work to change
the status quo.
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Just what is it that makes a Catholic
University Catholic?
Discussions in these pages
during the past semester have
suggested a variety of possible
answers. Mostly, as a matter of
fact, they have focused on what
and how the Religious Studies
department teaches, or who the
Religious Studies department invites to speak on campus. As if
the Department of Religious
Studies were the test case for
what it is to be a Catholic university ! Of course, a Catholic school
should have a department of
Religious Studies or Theology
(Fairfield does), and the department, whatever its name, should
include within its offerings a
range of courses that do justice
to the Catholic theological tradition (the Fairfield department
does just that). But it would be
a great mistake to imagine that
this is the end of the question of
faithfulness to the Catholic tradition.
Participating as I currently
am in a year-long national study
on "The Future of the ChurchRelated College," I have followed this semester-long discussion of the Catholic character of Fairfield with more than
usual interest. While I have
found some things to agree with
and a few more with which to
disagree, I rejoice that the question of our Catholic and Jesuit
character matters to at least some
people here, students, faculty and
administrators. But I believe
that much of the discussion has
tackled the question of identity
on far too superficial a level.
I should like to propose what
I take to be the noncontroversial
thesis that what should distinguish a Catholic university is its
faithfulness to the Catholic tradition. And I must add immediately that such faithfulness is
not in conflict with, but actually
helps preserve, a parallel fidel-

ity to what it is to be a university.
As the name implies, a university is open to and interested in
the whole range of human intellectual university, but rather explains the moral and spiritual
groundings out of which this particular university seeks truth.
"Per fidem, ad plenatn
veritatem," as Fairfield's motto
so helpfully says. Through faith
to total truth. Important to note,
perhaps, that "faith" is not itself
total truth, but—in the Catholic
understanding—that stance before God and the human that
opens our eyes to the wonder and
mystery of creation, and impels
us toward truth.
Fairfield is rightly understood
as a university in the Catholic
and Jesuit traditions. This implies, of course, that it is also in
the Christian tradition upon
which Catholic and Jesuit depend for their substance. These
three characteristics suggest to
me three theses for what it
would mean for Fairfield to be
faithful to its religious roots.
I. As an institution with Christian roots, Fairfield should reflect the belief that the life and
life-choices of Jesus of Nazareth
reveal the human face of God.
II. As an institution with
Catholic roots, Fairfield should
reflect the belief that the grace of
God (God's loving presence) suffuses the world, and that the mission of the Catholic sacramental
community is to bring this truth
to the wider world.
III. As an institution with
Jesuit roots, Fairfield should understand the educational process
to address the whole person in
her or his spiritual completeness
("the service of faith"), and to be
directed towards encountering
and dealing with the character of
the real world of today ("the promotion of justice").

While the proud possessor of
its religious heritage, Fairfield
enjoys this identity as a university. And that too requires a faithfulness. Faithfulness to the idea
of a university means faithfulness to the pursuit of truth. For
symmetry's sake, let me try and
express that too in the form of
three theses.
I. Truth is a goal to be sought,
not a possession to be clung to;
II. Wisdom is achieved in a
disciplined engagement in the
pursuit of truth;
III. The achievement of wisdom in the pursuit of truth shapes
the whole of life, not simply the
life of the mind.
Most of the issues that have
been aired in The Mirror this
semester, under the rubric of
"Catholic identity," reflect a lack
of clarity about the relationship
between the Catholic tradition in
which the school stands, and the
role of the university. For example, the issue of "a course on
Catholicism." In a Catholic university one would expect to find
significant number of courses in
the area of "Catholic theology,"
and in them one would expect the
process of academic inquiry to be
put in the context of how the
Catholic tradition as a whole and
the magisterium (the teaching authority vested primarily in Pope
and bishops) in particular understands whatever doctrine or facet
of Catholic Life is under consideration. Nothing is clearer to me
than that this is the way I and my
colleagues in Religious Studies
who teach in the area of Catholic
theology do in fact conduct these
courses. Even those courses on
Liberation Theology, Feminist
Theology and Liberationist Ethics of which Mr. Marcello is so
darkly suspicious (see The Mirror, 11.4.96, p.9). It would also
be quite appropriate to offer a

course entitled "Introduction to
Catholicism," or "Introduction
to Catholic Theology." I have
been considering crafting such a
course myself.
It would, however, not be appropriate, even if it were possible, within the curriculum of a
Catholic university to offer a
course whose objective was to
provide a capsule summary of
official Catholic teaching on anything and everything. Aside from
being unmanageable in one semester, it would be misleading.
The understanding of what the
Church teaches on any given matter requires attention to historical
development, context and the
contemporary circumstances in
which we find ourselves. Twenty
years ago the Vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
made this quite clear in its letter,
My sterium Ecclesiae ("The My stery of the Church"). This, by the
way, is a principal reason why
the Catechism of the Catholic
Church would not serve well as a
course textbook. Its scope is too
large, and its decontextualized
summary format is unhelpful. At
the same time, I can think of no
better place to turn for contemporary summaries of official
teaching, and I know it as a text to
which I often refer. While I believe that the Religious Studies
cirriculum is not the place to offer the kind of catechistic that
some students seem to be seeking, this does not mean that this
has no place on the campus. But
a far more appropriate place to
put such activity would be in the
context of the intellectual
apostolate of campus ministry.
Fairfield has never to my knowledge had the "Newman Center"
tradition in campus ministry, in
which matters of import to Catholics are actively and frequently
discussed in a faith-context. Per-

haps it is time to consider boosting the intellectual contributions
of campus ministry, to add to the
well-recognized liturgical, pastoral and service dimensions it already possesses. And meantime
the Religious Studies department
will no doubt continue to offer its
three-credit courses on such important issues in the Catholic tradition as: the doctrine of God,
christology, trinity, Christian anthropology, grace, the church, the
sacraments, liberation theology,
feminist theology, American
Catholic theologians, theological
ethics and scripture. Surprise!
Yes, we so teach courses in all
those topics. But the Catholic
tradition is too rich to be reduced
to a series of postcard statements
of "what the Church teaches."
So, you see, these kinds of discussions are relatively trivial distractions. We should be trying to
address the real questions of
Catholic identity: how to combine academic rigor with compassion for the downtrodden and
marginalized; how to measure
success; how to train professionals who will give society more
than they take; how to embody a
"love of preference for the poor"
(Pope John Paul's phrase) in our
own institution; how to be faithful to our own tradition and open
to the riches of others; how to
have fun and be serious; how to
respect life. Taking a course is all
too easy, especially if there is
only one right answer. And while
there certainly sometimes are right
answers and wrong answers, I
don't believe that in the important
things, there are any easy answers.
Signed,
Paul Lakeland

Election Committee addresses posters
I am writing response to the
flyer that was found throughout
the campus this past Tuesday
morning. This particular flyer
was clearly an insult to Natalie
Van Eron and Christopher
Cipriano' s campaigns. This person distributed this flyer in order to get his or her message
across to the Fairfield University community. Well, now I
would like to take this opportunity to get my message across to
this mystery person.
I don't know who you are or

who you even think you are, but
what you said in your flyer was
and still is disgusting. These candidates ran for FUSA president
because of their love and devotion to this school and its community. From the very beginning
these candidates have respected
each other's right to run for this
presidency. As a commission, we
have emphasized this respect. So
what I want to know is what gives
you the right to unjustly exploit
theses candidates? Not to mention lie and make sexual insinua-

tions toward Ms. Van Eron and
her campaign. You call your flyer
"the truth" I call it pathetic! However, I found it quite refreshing to
see that you don't discriminate
against women. Maybe there is
hope for you yet. And as you can
see, I am not embarrassed to sign
my name to my opinions.

Signed,
Kristen Geschine
Election Commission Chair

College Republicans, College Democrats, Sea,
UMOJA, ASA, .....
ALL ORGANIZATIONS
ARE WELCOME TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE COMMENTARY SECTION.
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Liberian Social Justice Foundation I nc.
P.O. Box 31438 • Cincinnati, OH 45231
Tel: (513) 931-1872
Fax: (513) 931-1873
'ATICS4,
Dear Prospective Member:
Liberia should have a special place in the conscience of the United States of America. Its impetus to become a nation came from the United States. For 149 years, it was a stalwart
ally of the United States. Yet for the past years, as a civil war has taken almost 200,000 lives, displaced more than two-thirds of the population and destroyed its infrastructure, the United
States has treated this great tragedy as a regional problem.
Liberia has a unique historical and cultural link to the United States. Settled by African Americans, many of them former slaves, in the early decades of the 19th century, Liberian
became a republic in 1847. The United States influence on Liberia is reflected the African nation's constitution, the star and stripes of its red, white and blue flag, the structure of its
government, the names of its cities, its schools' curriculum, its official language and the remarkable degree of good will its citizens feel toward America. Through all the major conflicts of
the 20th century, Liberians been among the most dependable allies of the United States, In both World Wars, Liberia declared war on the enemies of the United States and offered vital air
bases, ports, and natural resources to support the United States military. During the Cold War, Liberia voted with the United States on every significant resolution at the United Nations, It
hosted facilities for electronic monitoring and became the largest base for United States intelligence-gatheriing in Africa.
Yet when Liberia's security was most at risk because of civil conflict the United States government deferred to ECOWAS, an under-funded regional organization composed of some
of the world's poorest nations. Half of the $10 million earmarked by the United States to support a peacekeeping force had not been committed by April 1996. Meanwhile, the cost to the
United States of responding to the humanitarian crisis since 1990 has been emergency relief assistance valued at over $445 million, over $66 million provided in the past year al<5ne, more
than eight times the amount committed to peacekeeping.
In the absence of a viable security plan, the torrent of refugees continues to undermine Liberia's relations with its immediate neighbors. Though the United States has implored
those nations to admit Liberian refugees, its own record of Liberian admissions decries the long relationship with that nation.
The approach to achieving peace in Liberian has revolved around the ECOWAS process for six years. This process has, in turn, been dependent on a core group of ECOWAS
nations with the will and very limited resources to engage in diplomacy or to commit forces for peacekeeping, Fourteen peace agreements have been largely brokered without the United
States and other international parties, such as the United Nations or OAU, present with ECOWAS as working partners at the negotiating table. The result of this agreements and the
resources, and leverage, necessary for successful implementation, This failure to produce a concerted approach to all aspects of the peace process, from mediation to negotiation and
implementation, produced the tragic results that we have witnessed in Liberia.
On August 17 the Economic Community of West African States(ECOWAS) concluded meetings that provide a new timetable for the peace process, Starting August 20, the warring
factions are to observe a cease-fire, dismantle checkpoints and withdraw from zones of combat, The peacekeeping force, expanding from 8500 to 18000 troops, is to deploy throughout
Liberia in November. Demobilization is to be completed by January 31, Elections are to be held on May 31 with a turnover to an elected government on June 15. The revised plan calls for
sanctions against members of the warring factions that obstruct the peace process. Sanctions include restrictions on travel, freeze on economic activities, exclusion from electoral process,
and war crime charges.
Now the United States has another opportunity to assert its international leadership at a critical juncture to ensure that the success of the new peace process. This leadership will not
lead to an involvement of United States troops. It does mean that the United States must heighten its diplomatic efforts to help coordinate the process of peace and gather the funding that
is necessary for effective peacekeeping and demobilization in Liberia.
The United States should take the necessary steps to ensure that its commitment of $30 million to support the ECOMOG peacekeeping force is obligated before the end of the fiscal
year 1996. While the United States pledge of $30 million is a step in the right direction it will not alone enable a doubling of ECOMOG to the 18,000 troops necessary for deployment by
November. It is vital that the United States provide additional funds to make up this shortfall or take the lead to obtain significant pledges from other donor countries
A top priority of the United States should be the implementation of a serious program for demobilizing Liberia's combatants, Regretfully, no additional funding has been pledged by the
United States to improve what was an inadequately funded and designed demobilization plan. In fact, some of the funds allocated in early 1996 for reintegration of Liberia's 60,000
combatants have been diverted elsewhere. The United States should take the lead in designing a comprehensive demobilization program, This program will not involve United States troops,
but should include the resources for every stage of demobilization from encampment to training and counseling of combatants. A contribution of $20 million (non-food related) from the
United States will provide the resources necessary to initiate a wellconceived demobilization program and encourage future contributions from other international donors.
President Clinton and the United States Congress must make Liberia a priority on our foreign relations agenda in Africa. United State leadership is critical if the key elements are
to be achieved on schedule under the new peace plan. This leadership will not lead to an involvement of United States troops. It does mean that the United States through its Special Envoy,
must heighten its diplomatic efforts to coordinate the implementation of the peace process and gather the additional resources necessary for effective peacekeeping and demobilization
The United States should strengthen the response of the international community to the needs of the peace process, The foundation for a new international approach to the peace
process already exists with the International Contact Group for Liberia, the group of donor countries that have pledged support to the peace process The concept behind the ICGL should be
expanded to a tightly coordinated partnership that includes the United States, ECOWAS, and the United Nations. This high level of cooperation will ensure that scarce resources are
effectively utilized.
The outbreak of fighting in Monrovia in April-May of 1996 was the latest in a series of clashes in Liberia's intractable war, During the past nearly seven years, the war has produced
shocking humanitarian conditions for Liberian civilians, The most recent fighting exacerbated even further these conditions. Humanitarian assistance organizations have been unable to
deliver food and other emergency services because of the fighting in Monrovia, Their resources looted by gangs of combatants and the safety of their relief workers threatened, these
organizations closed or dramatically reduced their operations in Liberia.
As a result of the civil war in Liberia, an estimated 800,000 Liberians are internally displaced; another 800,000 are refugees in neighboring countries that are among the poorest in the world.
Approximately 50 % of the population in Monrovia, upwards of 350,000 persons, were forced to flee their homes due to the April-May fighting and another 3,000 died. During June-July
some 3,300 new cases of cholera were reported in Monrovia and a July survey found malnutrition rates for children in displaced shelters have increased up to 25%.
Now that the dust of the Civil War in Liberia is settling down, an era of a NEW LIBERIA is at hand. Whether anyone likes it or not, an leadership is bound to emerge, supposedly to shoulder
the national responsibilities of politics and administration and to ensure the continued survival of the Liberian people and culture.
That such leadership will be genuine and committed is a matter that you as Liberians and friends of Liberia can decide, or at least influence, But choosing national leadership is a
serious and difficult business, In Liberia, bombed-out homes and shops are painful reminders of what happens when leaders are chosen unwisely, We cannot allow this to happen again, This
is why the Liberian Social Justice Foundation is campaigning for PEACE, SECURITY, SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, EDUCATIONAL AND POLITICAL JUSTICE IN LIBERIA.
The Liberian Social Justice Foundation has carefully examined the administrative and operational policies of both the past and present administration in Liberia, and in our candid
opinion, much more needs to be done to help Liberia go in the direction she needs to go. We as Liberians must try to have a positive influence on the selection of the national programs and
the corresponding leadership which will inevitably affect our lives and the lives of our people for many years to come.
My fellow Liberians and Friends of Liberia, the Liberian Social Justice Foundation has embarked on a mission to ensure that PEACE, UNITY, SECURITY, FREEDOM AND
SOCIAL JUSTICE prevail in Liberia. This is an awesome responsibility that can only occur if we cooperate as a team. History will judge us not by what we say, but by what we do! With
God and the determined mind, there is nothing we cannot achieve for our Liberian Society. It is in this light that I urge you to support and contribute to the Liberian Social Justice
Foundation's programs.
Liberia, the African nation established in the 1800s by freed American slaves, has been torn by civil war since 1989. What does the Liberian Civil War meanto Americans in terms
of health care, humanitarian relief, stability throughout Africa and the continuation of missionary work? If you share in the dream of peace in Liberia, a country founded upon American
ideals, you are invited to become more informed by writing to the LIBERIAN SOCIAL JUSTICE FOUNDATION, POST OFFICE BOX 31438, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45231. (513) 9311872.
I am writing to introduce you to the Liberian Social Justice Foundation,Inc., a broad-based social nonprofit organization. The mission of the LSJFI is two-fold: we are dedicated to
restoring a just and stable society in Liberia, and to improving the quality of life for all Liberians, both at home and abroad.
■<
On behalf of our members, I appeal to you for financial assistance in support of LSJF activities. An application for membership is included which contains a breakdown of
membership fees. Please know that any amount you can contribute will be helpful to us. Your support of the Foundation, and your awareness of its concerns is deeply appreciated. Should
you have any questions or suggestions, please feel free to write us or call. Thank you for your time, your contribution, and your generosity. Checks and money orders should be made! payable
to the Liberian Social Justice Foundation,Inc.
Best regards,
Edwin G.K. Zoedua
Executive Director/Chairman
EGKZ/mlm

Faces of hunger in Liberia
Liberian children await arrival of a food convoy in Tubmanburg, 50
miles north of Monrovia. The city was cut off for months by fighting.
People surrounded tho trucks Wednesday; when bags of wheat
were opened, they grabbed handfuls and ate it uncooked. World/A8
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Flashback to Childhood
Luke Kurzawa
Staff Writer
For the several hundred
students that gathered in the
Fairfield Cinemas last Friday
night waiting for the 10:05 p.m.
showing of the Star Wars: Special Edition, I dedicate this review to you. Because this piece
of writing has as much to do
with the movie as it does with
the atmosphere in which I
watched it. January 31 will go
down as one of the more memorable times I've ever had in a
movie theater.
I arrived at the theater
with my friends at about 9:10
p.m. I knew the night was going
to be different when my roommate had guided the car following us to the theater by using a
toy lightsaber to attract their attention. Once we arrived safely,
we were greeted by a throng of
people in the lobby, many of
them Fairfield University students.
Initially, I dreaded
waiting on line for an hour
packed in with hundreds of other
people. But there was something
different about THIS crowd.
Everyone was there for a common purpose: to see a movie that
was beloved by all. As two RA' s
from Gonzaga (whom shall remain nameless) battled across
the lobby with their toy
lightsabers, a cry arose from the
back of the line "CHEWY!" was
all I heard as the crowd erupted
into applause. Suddenly,

Chewbacca appeared. Actually,
it was some guy dressed up like
a wookie, but who cares. What
followed was very similar to the
David Letterman sketch, "Can a
guy in a bear suit get a hug?"
Chewy made his way up and
down the line soliciting kisses
from some of the females in the
crowd. The crowd loved it, and
to the guy dressed up like
Chewbacca, all I can say is, "excellent job."
But soon it was time to
actually enter the theater. I
glanced around one last time at
the gathered people. I noticed
that several females even had
their hair done in that whole
"side-bun-swirly-thing-style"
that Princess Leia wears. One
couple, it appeared, could not
keep their hands off each other,
victims to the powerful aphrodisiac known as Star Wars. Finally, though, it was time to grab
a seat and prepare to watch the
movie as though I had never
seen it before.
But that notion died
quickly. Half the fun of watching the new edition of Star Wars
is to identify the differences from
the original. George Lucas made
Star Wars: Special Edition to
correct and enhance the original
film. And the new version does
help to clear up some unexplained issues from the original.
I am writing this article based on
the supposition that you have
seen Star Wars. Therefore, I will
refrain from discussing the story
and plot, instead, I will focus on
the Special edition with all its

new bells and whistles.
One of the best features
of the new version of Star Wars is
the digital surround sound. It is
especially noticeable during the
battle scenes, where it actually
sounds as if shots are being fired
over your shoulder. And you can
hear people shouting orders behind you in the distance. Aside
from the superior sound and new
special effects, there are also moments in the Special Edition that
cannot be found in the original.
There are three main scenes that
for me, really define the new edition of Star Wars. The first is the
scene in Mos Eisley, where Luke
and Obi-Wan meet Han Solo and
Chewbacca. In the original, the
viewer got the impression that
the spaceport was almost a ghost
town. But George Lucas intended
it to be seen as a bustling city.
And in the Special Edition, it Definitely does. The streets of Mos
Eisley are alive with creatures
and droids alike.
The second scene of distinction follows rather soon after.
In a scene that was cut from the
original, Han Solo and Jabba the
Hut meet to discuss the money
that Han owes Jabba. This particular addition is a lot of fun to
watch, but I thought that it was
the one new scene that could have
been left out.
And the last major addition to Star Wars comes in the
end. After Luke, Leia, Han and
Chewbacca have escaped the
Death Star, they travel to the Rebel
base where they are preparing to
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Tune in to 88.5 FM on
Wednesday, February 12th
^to win gifts all day long.
Requests? Give us a
rail at 254-4111'
The Fields of the Nephlim
Who are they? A Gothic alternative band from England. Some
of their music sounds akin to some of the Pumpkins. Check out
their albums The Nephlim, Dawnrazor, or their live video
Earth Inferno. Pretty heavy, but very psychedelic, like Billy
Corgan's guitar work for the Pumpkins. You can find these
albums and other rare CDs of bands at Phoenix Records in
Waterbury. They are bigger than Secret Sounds of Bridgeport
and Cutlers of New Haven. Their telephone number is (203)
756-1617.
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mount an attack against the
empirical space station. Before Luke gets into his X-Wing
fighter, he runs into Biggs.
Biggs is his best friend from
home who had left to train as
a pilot. Luke mentions Biggs
while having dinner with his
aunt and uncle earlier in the
movie. And later in the final
scene, Luke calls to Biggs in
his fighter for help. But in the
original version of Star Wars,
the viewer never knows that
Biggs is with Luke in the final
battle. Personally, I always
thought that when Luke called
forBiggs, he was simply wishing that his friend were there
to fight with him. But thanks
to the new scene, we realize
that Biggs is, in fact, involved

ACROSS
1 Cut it out!
5 Well-flavored
10 Sketched
14 The grand
passion
15 Cost
16 Ireland
17 Like good wine
18 Force forward
19 Ice cream holder
20 Roam about
22 Schooled
24 Cuts of pork
26 Firearm
27 Keepsake
30 Long-haired
dogs
34 Crude metal
35 — Hall U.
37 Important dice
roll
38 Large amount
40 Sofa
42 Flintstones' pet
43 John Quincy —
45 Gem weight
47 Gas buggy
48 Free from prison
50 Biblical letter
52 Illuminated
53 Venerate
54 Immaculate
58 Measurement
62 Disabled
63 Eliminate a
vowel
65 Issue a
challenge to
66 Eternally
67 Wireless
68 Panache
69 Refute
70 Harsh
71 Beams
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14
17
21

20
24

7

in the battle along with Luke.
The added scenes, combined with new special effects
throughout the movie, make Star
Wars: Special Edition a joy to
watch. If you liked the original,
you will love this version because of the new additions. The
movie retains its purpose and
meaning despite the changes.
And that is what is important,
because it wasn't the special effects that people truly fell in love
with twenty years ago, although
that was a part of it. Lots of
movies have been made since
with more sophisticated special
effects. The true appeal of Star
Wars is the reason it has endured
for twenty years: the simple notion, yet complex story of good
triumphing over evil.
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11 Uprising
12 Sea eagle
13 Unwelcome
plant
21 Long time
periods
23 Slices
25 Catch sight of
27 Large tooth
28 Wear away
29 Tin or copper
30 Caught in a trap
31 Ask to vacate
32 Of kidneys
33 Sleep sound
36 Eggs
39 Place for
DOWN
refining metals
1 Cabbage dish
41 Pastry delight
2 Roman garb
44 Go by boat
3 Baker s need
4 Sell door to door 46 Weary
49 Takes the
5 Lively
wheel
55 Cover with
6 Provide guns
51 Dispatcher
asphalt
7 Conduits
56 Good luck sign
6 Uke tea at times 53 Remark to
audience
57 Strip of
9 Downpour
54 Winter vehicle
wood
10 Poured wine

59 Festive
occasion
60 Salver
61 -Egg layers
64 NNE e.g.
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Working backstage at the
Bluegrass festival
Brian Kelly
Staff Writer
I must admit that I am really
not much of a Bluegrass fan. Often
times the vocals drive me nuts, and all
of the music (to my ears) sound identical. And I will admit that at one time
I categorized Bluegrass with the Rip
Van Winkle/country bumpkin type,
who makes moonshine and still believes Montgomery, Alabama is still a
national capital.
I'll further admit that when
the Quick Center hosts Bluegrass Festivals from time to time, some of the
patrons can be less than savory. Drunkenness can be contagious, and some
male concert goers do get escorted
away from the female house staff out
of the building, where security has
hauled them off for trying to break into
cars. An observer of, say, a Bon Jovi
concert back in 1988 would also note
a strange sort of human animal!
In any event, knowing and
believing all of this, I volunteered to
work backstage for the show. What I
found, however, was extraordinary.
Slated to perform was Doc Watson,
whom I gathered is a bit of the legendary type, and whose signs I have seen
all over. Opening for him was the
Lynn Morris band.
While I had never of the Lynn
Morris Band, apparently a lot of people
had. They have won awards from national musical societies and tour globally. Their mandolin player, who also
played guitar, blew away the audiences of the two shows on January 25.
Jaws gaped open, as he made it look so
easy to play things that were even

difficult to discern by ear, they were so fast.
Everyone in the band was of equal stature.
While most of the songs still sounded the
same to me, I could easily see the constant
energy flow from the stage and into the
audience. And what an audience! There
may have been some of the perennial trouble
makers (though I do not recall any incidents during the show) but they were intent
on seeing a great show. There were a few of
the types of people I expected to see therebut I guess that if you went to see a Dead
show, you'd, see some people who were
"inebriated", but it would be wrong to
assume that everyone was like that. I guess
every audience is like that. While standing
in the lobby amid all of the booths and
tables of various Bluegrass organizations, I
found myself seeing teachers that I knew,
students, and parents.
Speaking of parents, this describes
exactly the feelings toward Doc Watson.
Thunderous applause marked his appearance on the stage, as he took on the role of
father for everyone in the audience. As he
told stories in between songs, I even heard
someone call out, "We love you, Doc." It
was a heartfelt evening for all. Doc played
what I imagined to be some of his favorite
songs. He played his guitar with virtuoso,
never even looking at the fretboard. And
his fatherly way of singing reminded me of
ragtime played Leon Redbone (who also
frequents the Quick Center and can be
heard, among other places, on the detergent
"ALL" commercial. "That's the stain
lifter...")
He played, he sang, he told stories, and by the end of the evening, everyone was satisfied as to having heard the
great Doc. What a guitar wizard. And it
wasn't until the end of the night that I
realized that the man is blind...
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Avellino's makes real
New York style pizza
Phil Bloete
Staff Writer
Avellino's
1813 Post Road
254-2339
Chew On This...
After noticing the small amount
of parking that Avellino's provides, I
was surprised to find the inside so
crowded. We were told that it would be
about twenty minutes and we were seated
in fifteen. A plus right from the start.
While we had waited, the host brought us
glasses and offered to open our wine, a
procedure essential to any restaurant that
does not serve their own. Once seated,
our waitress told us about the specials as
she handed us menus and bread. We
started out with one of the specials, the
Portobello Mushrooms ($6.95). Baked
in olive oil and served over a bed of
lettuce, they proved delicious, as was the
Chicken Tortellini soup ($3.95), also a
special of the day. For the main course, I
went with Orecchiette Con Broccoli Rapa
($10.95). It was an ample and excellent
combination of broccoli sauteed with virgin olive oil, garlic and Italian sausage.
As anyone from New York or
New Jersey will tell you, it's hard to find
a good pizza in Connecticut. At least
until now. There were two different types
on the menu. Through humbleness of
character, I admitted to the waitress that
I needed to know the difference between
"original" and "traditional." Traditional
is the standard mozzarella and sauce type,

while the original is white pizza without
the sauce. We opted for original and
went with the Pizza Caprese (fresh tomatoes marinated with olive oil, fresh basil,
and topped with mozzarella). It was excellent and reasonably priced at $6.95
for a 12 inch pie. Additional toppings
could be added for a dollar. Eat it quick
though, because after about ten minutes,
it started to lose its crispiness.
For dessert, our waitress ran
down the menu. After listening to the
selection, the choice was obvious,
Tiramisu ($4.95). Obvious, not only because it was all that was available, but
because anyone who has had it knows its
tasty decadence. An excellent ending to
a very good night.
One last note, don't forget to
bring your own adult beverage if you are
of age, as such they don' t serve their own
and bring a checkbook or cash because
they do not accept credit cards. For pizza
and pasta lovers, the extra effort will be
well worth it.
BEVERAGES:

Chew On This... reviews restaurants in
their price category on the quality of
food, service and ambiance. The rating
system: One beverage is fair; two is
good; three is very good; four is excellent.

Darwin's Waiting Room
Answers to the Crossword
comes to the Levee
Puzzle on page 11

Joe Fattorini
Staff Writer
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Those of you who have been
attending the FUS A concert series at the
Levee have probably noticed, this
semester's schedule features almost
nothing but campus bands. While this
became an economic necessity after the
fall semester's spending binge on mediocre talent, it threatens to further relegate the Levee's place on campus to
that of a place where you go when there
is nothing else to do. Sure, it is great for
the bands that play there, who get paid
for what they would normally do that
for free at the beach or a townhouse, but
it seems to be cheating the general student body of an opportunity to be exposed to new music, and furthermore, to
have it come to them.
So in light of FUS A's anemic
booking, WVOF, the campus radio station, has stepped up to provide a real
alternative in weekend programming
and give it to you on Thursday nights as
well. Since WVOF is linked intimately
with the independent music scene, it is
acutely aware of breaking bands and the
next big thing. Furthermore, because
WVOF has connections with many

record labels, promotional companies,
and bands themselves, it can tap into a
market that has yet to be exploited,
without being subject to greedy, overcharging booking agents.
For example, tonight WVOF
presents a concert at the Levee of one of
the hottest bands from New York,
Darwin's Waiting Room. Darwin's
Waiting Room formed at The University of Miami, where they all went to
school. They became the top band in the
area and played all over Southern
Florida. However, they foresaw their
success to be limited if they remained in
the south and moved up to northern
New Jersey to break into the thriving, if
difficult New York scene. Creating a
sound that combines elements of the
Red Hot Chili Peppers and 311, this
four piece funk/hip-hop/rock/metal act
has been generating a big buzz in the
big city.
Fairfield University is their
first stop on a tour that takes them all
through upstate New York, so don't
miss Darwin's Waiting Room's premiere of their exciting and hilarious
show tonight at the Levee. This is something you won't see on a Saturday!
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Here's your Soap Update
Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
Days of Our Lives
Austin and Carrie argue about how to
bring back Sami' s memory. Vivian tells
Kristen that she knows about Kristen's
feigned pregnancy. Alice pleads to the
judge to be easy on Jack, while Stefano
re-involves himself by talking to Judge
Cameron. For Abby's sake, Jennifer
allows Jack to stay the night.
Sunset Beach
Cole tries to end things with Caitlin, but
the two end up kissing for the first time.
Annie tries to escape from prison and
Meg and Ben are arrested for helping
her do so. Refusing to listen to Mark,
Tiffany chases after Sean. Gregory tries
to dig up information on Cole.
Young and the Restless
Victor isn't convinced when
Ryan says he and Victoria are just
friends. Nick won't listen to Jack's
suggestions that he return to work and
help with the Denniston deal. Diane is
surprised by Jack's question. Kurt asks
Kay if he can stay at the mansion for a
while.

All My Children
Skye makes a pass at Edmund, but he attributes it to her drunkenness. Pierce flips
out that Brooke has spots of blood on her.
Janet figures out where Amanda is, but she
thinks Amanda won't trust her again. Liza
goes on air about Janet's being suspect of
kidnapping Amanda.
As The World Turns
Diego attacks Emily. Holden tries to get out
of Lucinda's wine cellar, while Mike and
Mark are hired to seal the wine cellar,
without knowing who's inside. Kim survives the heart surgery, but worries that her
life will change. Mark gets proof that Jones
was killed by Diego.
Bold and the Beautiful
Stephanie schemes to get Ridge and Taylor
back together. Lauren is angry that her
designs aren't successful. Brooke isn't interested in consummating her marriage to
Grant. Grant fears that their marriage may
not be legal. Ridge offers to reconcile with
Thorne.
Another World
Grant assumes that Vicky is dead, so he puts
his plan into action. Rachel consoles Carl

F@pp®f itoflp sMnsffii
Jessica Vaughan
Contributing Writer
When my friend, Ann Marie
Spota, and I were thinking of where to
make dinner reservations we wanted to
try to go someplace that was not Italian.
My family and Ann Marie's family decided to try the Peppermill upon the
raving recommendation of our friend
Kristen Mazziotta, who went there last
year for Parents' Weekend. We made
our reservations for five o'clock on a
Sunday afternoon.
From campus, the ride to the
Peppermill is approximately ten minutes down Post Road heading toward
Westport. The restaurant is on the left
side just beyond a mini mall. Appropriate dress is required. The majority of the
people were dressed smart casual.
Our party of eight arrived
promptly at five o'clock, and we were
immediately seated at a round table by
the salad, and the grill where the majority of the main courses were prepared. I
noticed that as we walked through that
there were many empty tables in the
large, roomy restaurant, I figured this
was as a result of our early reservations.
The design of the restaurant
allowed for a nice intimate dining expectations with our party. I was particularly happy that they had seated us at a
round table, to make it easier to talk to
everyone at the table.
The waiter promptly came over
and took a drink order, and informed us
of the soup of the day, sea food bisque.
As he left the table, I opened my menu;
there were a number of selections to
order from and they all sounded so delicious.
There were about seven different preparations of the steak dishes from
filet mignon, New York strip sirloin,

mm©!

prime rib, sirloin tips, to steak teriyaki.
There was also an appetizing sea food
section on the menu coupled with the delectable steak section. There were also a
number of grilled chicken alternatives if
steak or sea food isn't your thing.
The drinks were served, and the
waiter returned to take our order. I decided
on the grilled chicken teriyaki, two sixounce boneless breasts of grilled chicken
marinated in teriyaki sauce. The other
members of my party ordered lobster, prime
rib, filet mignon, steak teriyaki, sirloin
tips, and grilled swordfish. The side dishes
were served au gratin. A few members of
our party ordered the soup of the dayseafood bisque. The waiter told us all to
help ourselves to the salad bar, and thanked

about Vicky. Tomas tells the police that he
saw Jake under Bobby' s truck. Gabe saves
Lorna's life when a fire breaks out at the
Harbor Club.
One Life To Live
Maggie doesn't know that she's being
watched. Tea wants to help Antonio even
though he says he doesn't need her help.
Linda and Cris throw a party to raise
money for Antonio's case. Dorian wants
Drew to spoil Kelly and Joey's relationship, but he refuses to do so.
General Hospital
At Monica's trial, Alan gets very angry.
Nicholas, mourning the loss of his mother,
grows close to Katherine. Miranda, reminded about herpast, gets frantic. Brenda
can't stay away from Sonny because she
thinks he needs rescuing.
Guiding Light
Hart goes after Jean-Luc in her attempt to
solve the problems between Jean-Luc and
Dinah. Buzz tries to be a hero when Jenna
is arrested. Annie thinks that she has proof
that Josh is going to leave her and she
freaks out. Holly and Roger end up together.

pipstt
tasty. I find it rare to really enjoy chicken
at a steak house often, because more often
than not, the cooks do very little to enhance the flavor. Here at the Peppermill, it
was prepared wonderfully, very juicy, and
grilled to perfection. Everyone at the table
continued to chat on, and every few minutes someone would say how good the
meal was and offer a bite to someone else
at the table.
After the main course was finished, we all sat back and relaxed sipping
coffee and discussing how great everything was. For our party of eight, our
dinner and bar bill came to a little under
two hundred dollars. A few comments
were made that in Manhattan or Boston,
where the majority of guests were from,

The Peppermill was a very enjoyable dining
experience that offered something for everyone at a great price.
us.
I noticed that the restaurant was
beginning to fill up, but still the noise
volume remained comfortable, and relatively quiet. I excused myself from the
table and went to the salad bar that was
located behind our table. The salad bar
was filled with many wonderful vegetables, and my favorite, homemade croutons. Most of the members of our party ate
salads and soup, commenting on the great
tastes and flavors everything had.
The server brought us our main
courses that were so fresh off the grill that
we could hear the meats sizzling as he
placed the meals in front of their respective eaters. After he finished placing the
main course down, the server took another
drink order and we all began to eat. The
chicken teriyaki that I ordered was very

that this meal would have cost double the
amount.
The Peppermill was a very enjoyable dining experience that offered
something for everyone at a great price.
Often when attending a new restaurant,
there is always someone who is unhappy
with their meal.
I would recommend the
Peppermill to anyone who is looking for a
personal, laid-back atmosphere to enjoy
great grilled steaks, seafood and of course,
chicken for the picky eaters. Everything is
grilled to order and although steaks dominate the menu and are the house specialty,
every order that comes into the grill area
receives the same time and preparation, as
the steak dishes receive. The Peppermill
is a tasty, inexpensive dining experience
for everyone.
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Soap Opera
Questions
Amy C. Liss
Staff Writer
Arts and Entertainment is looking for soap
questions and suggestions,
so answer the following the
questions and let us know
how you feel. Send responses
to Box A A or slip them under the Mirror office door in
Gonzaga.
On Days of Our Lives, if you
were Hope how would you
handle your doubts about
Bo's feelings for Billie?
On General Hospital, if you
could dress Stephan
Casadine in anything but his
traditional black, what
would he be wearing?
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Area
Theaters
Bridgeport
Showcase

339-7171
Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151
Fairfield
Community
255-6555
M i I f o r d
Showcase
878-5600
Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport
Arts
227-3324
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Men's Basketball drops to
1-6 in MAAC
John Walsh
Staff Writer
The Fairfield men's basketball
team continued its slide down the MAAC
standings this past week, dropping a 6549 decision to the Manhattan Jaspers in
Riverdale, New York, before coming home
to Alumni Hall on Friday night and falling
58-53 to a talented Loyola squad. The two
losses leave Fairfield with a 6-12 overall
record and a 1-6 record in the MAAC, one
half game ahead of Siena in the battle for
last place.
Last Wednesday night, the Stags
traveled to Draddy Gymnasium to battle
Manhattan, another team struggling in the
MAAC. With Fairfield coming in at 1 -5 in
the conference, and Manhattan at 2-4, this
game was a good opportunity for Fairfield
to start a rally towards the top half of the
standings. Unfortunately for the Stags,
someone forgot to pack their game on the
bus, as Fairfield turned in their worst performance of the year. The Stags committed 24 turnovers, Greg Francis was held
scoreless for the first time in 83 games,
and the Stags shot only 38.5 percent from
the floor as a team.
Fairfield, despite playing so
poorly, only trailed by four points at halftime, due in large part to Manhattan's own
ineptitude. But in the second half, Manhattan started hitting their open shots, and
Fairfield looked like a team that didn't
even want to be on the floor, as the Jaspers
put together a 25-4 run that put the game
out of reach. John Tice led the Stags with
12 points in only 18 minutes of play,
partially due to foul trouble. Didier
Boucard had 11 points, and Andy Buzbee
led the team with five rebounds in just 14
minutes of play.
Fairfield returned home Friday
night to take on third place Loyola and
their star player Mike Powell, the leading
scorer in the MAAC. Fairfield put up a
good fight, but simply couldn't knock
down the big shots when they needed
them most. The two teams staged an
exciting battle, featuring some slam dunks
and great individual moves, but the Stags
trailed 27-26 at the half.
Fairfield was led by sophomore
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Player Profile:

Jessica
Grossarth
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor

Didier Boucard grabbed 17 rebounds in
Friday's loss to Loyola
forward Didier Boucard, who played his
best game as a Stag, as he scored 13 points,
pulled down a career-high 17 rebounds,
blocked two shots, and committed 0 turnovers in 39 minutes. Greg Francis bounced
back to score 14 points for the Stags, but
shot only 3-10 from the field. Francis and
point guard Kyle Commodore combined
to shoot 4-15 from three-point land, and
Fairfield shot only 33 percent from the
field for the game. Shannon Bowman,
hobbled by an ankle injury, played 19
minutes and scored three points, but just
his leadership on the court was obvious as
the Stags played more focused ball than
they played against Manhattan without
Bowman's presence.
Last night, after press time,
Fairfield Played at St. Peter's in Jersey
City, and will travel to Buffalo to play
Canisius and Niagara on Saturday and
Monday, respectively. Both games can be
heard live on WVOF, 88.5 FM, and Monday night's 9 p.m. game can also be seen
on MSG.
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When Jessica Grossarth was in
high school trying to figure out where
she wanted to go to college, one of her
friends from Howard Beach, New York,
recommended she give Fairfield University a try. So, Grossarth came up for a
visit, fell in love with the school, accepted a scholarship to play basketball,
and in three short years, has become one
of the greatest female basketball players
ever to grace the hardwood to Alumni
Hall. The six foot Grossarth recorded her
1000th career point at Fairfield this past
Friday in a 77-42 romp over Niagara, as
she canned 24 points in just 22 minutes,
including a school record six three-pointers. With that victory and a 17 point win
over Canisius on Sunday, the Stags improved to 13-6 overall and 6-1 in the
MAAC. Not too bad for a team that was
supposed to struggle without the presence of three time all-MAAC point gaurd
Christine Fryer, who graduated this past
May.
When Grossarth arrived at
Fairfield in the fall of 1994, it didn't take
the St. Francis Prep graduate long to
establish herself as one of the premier
players in the conference. She collected
MAAC Rookie of the Year honors as the
Stags reached the finals of the conference championships. Grossarth helped
lead the Stags to the brink of the NCAA
tournament once again last season. She
averaged 13.4 points and 5.9 rebounds a
game and collected all-tournament honors as the Stags advanced to the conference finals once again but lost to Manhattan. But Grossaarth is confident that
this year's group of Stags has what it
takes to get over the hump and win the
conference championship.
"This year, we are more wellbalanced than we had been in the past,"
Grossarth said after Sunday's game
against Canisius. "We're able to work
the inside-out better and we have stayed
positive all year."
Grossarth's stellarplay has been
a major reason why the women's basketball team is off and running this season.
She struggled in the early going, but after

scoring 48 points in two games in the
Warner's Classic way back in the first
week of December, Grossarth has been
nothing short of magnificent.
"The Warner classis was a real
breakthrough for me," Grossarth said. "It
really helped build up my confidence."
Grossarth has always brought a
tremendous amount of emotion to every
game, but sometimes, too much emotion
can be a bad thing. This year, Grassarth
feels she has matured and become a better
player as a result. For example, in a game
against the University of Massachusetts in
December, Grossarth got caught in the
face with an elbow from a UMass player.
But instead of pushing her back, which in
all likelihood would have resulted in a
technical foul, Grossarth stepped off the
court, punched a table instead, got bandaged up, and almost led the Stags to a win
over a very tough opponent.
"Yeah, I probably would have
pushed that girl back last year," Grossarth
said with a smile. "But I've matured a lot
this year, and I've learned not to put so
much pressure on myself."
For now, Grossarth and the Stags
are gearing up for a huge game next
Wednesday against first place St. Peter's.
The Peacocks handed Fairfield their only
conference loss of the season two weeks
ago, and if the Stags conquer this obstacle,
they will go into the MAAC's brimming
with confidence, determined to break their
jinx in the conference finals.
"The most important thing for
me right now is to win the MAAC championship," Grossarth said. "We would
love to get to the NC AA' s and maybe even
win a game there too."
With the Stags clicking on all
cylinders, there's a good chance the
Grossarth's wish may just come true. And
with all her talent and determination, you
better believe that Grossarth will do everything in her power to make sure Fairfield
reaches college basketball's promised land.

oJooo
Sean P. Olmsted
Staff Writer
The intramural basketball regular
season came to an exciting end this past
week. In A-league action on Sunday, previously unbeaten Regis I (2-2), lost to
Medium Pace (3-1) and a rescheduled game
against Degrees of Motion (3-1). Regis I
was beating Degrees of Motion 25-19 at
halftime, then reality set in. The height of
Colin Rigby, Eric Munt, and Ben Stanton
were too much for, as one fan called them,
"the annoying little gnats". Degrees of
Motion rolled to a 45-35 victory despite
losing starting point guard Scott Faraci to
a freak ski accident this past weekend.
Faraci needed 30 stitches in his knee when
he collided with a three year old girl on the
bunny slope.
"It was totally my fault," Faraci

said when asked about his injury. "I was
out of control, just like when I run the
point. She wasn't bad looking for a three
year old though."
In B-league action, Soppy Bread
(3-1) upset The Killaz (3-1) in overtime,
68-53. Eric Wise once again led the Killaz
with 20 points. However, he left the door
open for Soppy Bread by missing nine out
of ten foul shots. Rocco Lagano was the
hero for Soppy Bread with nine three pointers. He had two in a row to send the game
into overtime and three more in the final
period.
The first round of the playoffs
began on Tuesday for the B division. The
Dunderheads (4-1) crushed OFF (0-5) 4930. Captain Eric Peel led his team to a 20
point halftime lead with some swift passes.
The Dunderheads will meet Los
Chupacabras (4-1) in the second round
after they beat 14 inches (2-3), 46-33.

Home
Games...
Women's Basketball vs. St. Peter's
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Ice Hockey vs. Western New England
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Catch the men's basketball game at Niagara on MSG,
Monday at 9 p.m.
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Athletes of the Week

Player Profile;

John
Tice

Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor

Amidst this rather dissapointing
men's basketball season, the exciting play
of freshman John Tice has kept the fans
coming back.
He is not the leading scorer for
the team, in fact he receives only limited
playing time and doesn't lead the team in
any statistic. So why is there so much
hype about this freshman? Because Tice's
aggressive playing style, comprised of
high flying dunks, and vicious rebounds
has been thrilling Stag fans the entire
season. He brings an attitude to the court.
Not arrogant but seemingly unintimidated,
and he never fails to ignite Alumni Hall
game after game. He plays the game with
an open intensity that the team has been ,
lacking for quite some time.
Tice played his high school basketball in Bay ville, New Jersey, He chose
Fairfield University after being accepted
to five schools, including Kansas State
from which he was offered a football
scholarship to play quaterback. Even
though Kansas State has a "big time"
football program, Tice decided to come
and play basketball for the Stags.
"I chose Fairfield because it was
closer to home," said Tice. "I"m really
happy with my choice. The guys on the
team are great and I really like the school."
Though he does not possess intimidating size, his rough cut look coupled
with an "all out" playing style on the
court, can create a daunting image in the
eyes of opponents. It might be assumed
that Tice would present the same image
off the court, but nothing could farther
from the truth. He is quite soft spoken,
and when not in uniform, at only 6'3, he
doesn't stand out in a crowd. But as soon
as game time rolls around, its a whole
other story.
In his first start of the season, a
win over Siena last week, Tice compiled
his best numbers of the season. In playing
35 minutes Tice recorded 19 points, 4
assists, 3 blocked shots, 5 rebounds, and 2

steals, proving just how well rounded
his game is.
"He is really athletic and
quick," said teammate Shane Miller. "I
think he has a great career ahead of him,
and anyone that has seen him play would
have to agree."
Even though the development
of his talent has been a bright spot this
year, Tice is not happy with the way the
team's record has evolved.
"Its horrible," said Tice. "This
season has been a dissapointment so far.
At this point we have to continue to
work hard for the rest of the year and
really concentrate on the MAAC tournament."
lithe team does in fact pull off
a few upsets, and comes away with a
championship win in the MAAC, they
will receive an automatic NCAA post
season tournament bid. But if the Stags
continue to play as they have, and injuries consistendy haunt the team, a post
season dance is very unlikely.
Tice seems to be very optimistic about the future of the Stags however.
"We have a good young team,"
said Tice. "The freshman class is talented, and we have players like Kyle
Commidore, and Didier Bouchard coming back also."
Losing a pair of very talented
seniors will no doubt hurt the team, but
many of the key players will be returning, including injured guard Shane
Miller.
But before throwing this season out the window, and making predictions on how the Stags will fare next
year, Tice will undoubtedly continue
his ferocious style of play as the Stags
finish out the season.

Ski team looks to make Regionals
Alex Ordonez
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University ski team
consists of 20 members. Of those members, only two are seniors, and one is the
team's president, Deborah Leahy. She
has been part of the team since her freshman year, and it's gotten bigger and bigger over the past four years.
"When I was on the team freshman year, there were only three girls,"
Leahy said. "Now, there are ten."
The ski team held tryouts during
December, and officially started over
Christmas break on January 11.
"We started out great," Leahy
said. "But we haven't done as well recently."
The ski team races every weekend up until the February 18, and only then
will the team find out what place they are
in their league. Only the top four teams
will advance to the regionals.
Getting to the regionals is noth-

ing new for the team. Both the men's
and women's teams have made it over
the last two seasons. They finished third
in the league both years, and the women
finished fourth two years ago, and third
last season.
"These past two seasons were
the best we have ever had, and we made
it to the regionals," ski team vice-president Rob Marchetti said. "We are looking to do the same this year too."
Leahy is also confident about
the ski team's chances of making the
regionals this season.
"Right now, it looks good,"
Leahy said. "As long as we stay strong
in the last two races, we can make the
regionals."
Currently, the men's and
women's team are in third place in the
league, and will try to improve their
position over the next two weekends
with races against Rutgers, Lehigh, and
Princeton.

Jessica
Grossarth

Eric
Mundt

Grossarth, a junior
from Howard Beach,
New York, scored 24
points in a 77-42 win
over Niagara, including a school record of
six three-pointers.
With her second
three-pointer, she
surpassed the 1000
career point milestone, placing her
12th on Fairfield's
all-time scoring list.

Mundt, a junior from
Hillsdale, New Jersey,
won both the onemeter and three-meter
diving events in the
swim teams meet
against Central Connecticut this past Saturday. Mundt1 s stellar
diving throughout the
season has earned him
a place in this month's
EC AC qualifier, where
he will compete against
some of the best divers
in the East.

Hockey Team looks strong
going into the final stretch
Bradley Tarr
Staff Writer
When the Fairfield University Ice
Hockey season began in early November, no one knew quite what to expect.
Despite the return of seasoned veterans
such as Ryan Murray and Kevin Ryan,
you just couldn't ignore the fact that the
roster was inhabited by a number of
freshmen who were new to the college
game. Even the coach, Peter LaVigne,
was just beginning his reign at the collegiate level.
Taking all of this into account, you
have to believe that the team has overcome the tough adjustments, as they have
managed to post a decent record. And the
season has produced its fair share of
bright spots.
Junior forward Ryan Murray jumps
to the top of the list of people who have
contributed greatly to the team's success. With 15 points (9 goals, 6 assists)
on the year, Murray shares the top spot
among the Stags' point leaders with another talented forward, sophomore Rob
Curtis (11 goals, 4 assists). Senior Captain Kevin Ryan rounds out the top three
points leaders, with 12 to his credit. Kevin
has managed two goals and ten assists
despite the fact that he plays defense, a
position not normally associated with
scoring a plethora of points. In terms of
conference play, Murray is ranked fifth
in total points accrued to this point in the
ECAC South.
A number of underclassmen have contributed in a big way as well. Forward
Mike Shaheen leads all freshmen Stags
with nine points (5 goals, 4 assists), and

Kurt Wiegand received ECAC South
Rookie-of-the-Week honors during a recent
stretch in which he tallied his first collegiate
points. Rob Noble and Rock Dudek have
made their presence felt as well. All in all,
the freshmen have played in such a way that
the Fairfield ice hockey fans are left no other
option but to be excited about what the
future holds in store for the Stags.
It would be a crime to write this article
and fail to mention the superb play of sophomore goalie John True. In a lot of ways, his
overall record of four wins and eight losses
is not a fair barometer as to how well he has
played this year. True walks away with
approximately 25-30 saves a game on a
regular basis. Given that, it's hard to argue
that he has not played a major role in whatever success the team has garnered throughout the year.
In retrospect, the scoring has been extremely widespread, the defense has been
solid, and True has consistently come up big
between the pipes. The team has never
given up, and as a fan, that's all you can
really ask for.
By no means is the season over however.
The Stags have nine games remaining, and
among them, seven are against rival ECAC
South opponents. It is a must for Fairfield to
do well in these important contests if they
want to have a shot at what has been their
goal since the beginning, and that is to
capture the ECAC South title. Your last
chance to catch the Stags in action at home
before the ECAC South tournament, is
Wednesday, February 12, versus Western
New England. The team could use and
abundance of support down the stretch as
they aim for the postseason.
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Women's Basketball trounces
For
Niagara and Canisius
what it's
worth
Michael Nagy
Staff Writer

On Sunday afternoon
in Alumni Hall, the women's
basketball team completed the
first half of its MAAC schedule
with a 85-68 victory over
Canisius. Junior Chantel Williams led the team with 23 points
and 13 rebounds as the Stags
improved to 13-6 overall and 61 in the MAAC. The team has
now won 9 of its last 10 games
and currently stands in second
place in the conference behind
St. Peter's. Earlier in the week
the Stags jumped out to a 39-9
halftime lead and destroyed
Niagra 77-42, at Alumni Hall.
Junior guard Jessica Grosarth
scored 24 points.
In the first half of the
Canisius game, Williams came
off the bench to pour in 18 points
and grab eight rebounds as the
Stags built a 43-31 halftime advantage. Grossarth added 13
points and the team held the
Golden Griffins to 24 percent
shooting from the field. In the
second half, the Stags withstood
a Canisius comeback as senior
forward Heidi Gill scored 12
points and junior Page Driscoll
added 11. The Golden Griffins
pulled back to within 3 points
with 11 minutes to go. However
Fairfield went on a 10-2 run to
take a 59-48 lead and never
looked back. Grosarth finished
with 18 [ )ints for the game and
senior o-captains Bridget
Cleary and Gill each grabbed 9
reboun ,s.
"I am really happy with
our defense," coach Dianne
Nolan said. "Every night someone else is stepping up offensively, and tonight it was
Chantel."
Williams was also
pleased with the team's performance and concurred with her
coach's statement that offensively the team has many options.
"We don't have just
one star. Any amount of people

can step up on any given day,"
the 5-9 guard from Irvington,
New Jersey said. "We have confidence in each other and we all
have one goal: to win the MAAC
regular season championship
and the conference tournament."
Against
Niagra,
Grossarth scored the team's first
11 points as the Stags jumped
out to a 19-3 advantage and
never looked back. In the first
half of the game Fairfield's defense held the Purple Eagles to
14 percent shooting. Niagara
made just one of the eleven three
point attempts and missed all
three of its foul shots during one
of the most dominating halves
that a Stags team has ever played.
Grossarth hit four of the five
three pointers that she attempted
and finished the half with 14

the school recored by hitting six
three pointers. With her second
three pointer, she surpassed the
1,000 career point milestone.
Grossarth currently stands in
12th place on Fairfield's all-time
scoring list with 1,037 points
and still has the remainder of
this season and nextyeartoplay.
"I think that is as good
as we can play," Nolan said after
the game. "They're not as bad
as we made them look." (Niagra
entered the contest with a 3-2
record in the MAAC).
After the game
Grossarth was proud of her accomplishment, but was more
proud of her team.
"It (scoring 1,000 points) is
nice because I love this place
and it is great to be a part of
history," Grossarth said. 'This

Heidi Gill scored 12 points in a win over Canisius
points, despite playing just 8 minutes. Sophomore center Cindy
O' Connor added nine points and
seven boards as the Stags built a
30 point halftime lead.
The remainder of the
game felt like a scrimmage as
Fairfield cruised to a 77-42 win.
O' Connor finished the game with
a double-double (13 points and
10 rebounds) and Grossarth set

is the best team I have ever been
on."
Fairfield's next game will
be at Manhattan on Sunday. On
February 12th at 7 p.m., the Stags
host St. Peter's in a game that
could determine the MAAC's
regular season champion.

Women swimmers sink Central
Jeff Woelpper
Staff Writer
With the Fairfield University women's swim team trailing Central Connecticut going
into the final race of this past
Saturday's swim meet, the relay
team of Gretchen Fielder, Julie
Thorson, Kate Lawless, and
Kristin Conlin pulled off a huge
win and propelled the Stags to a
120-114 victory.
Also on this day,
Thorson set yet another school
record by nearly four seconds in
the 200 meter backstroke with a
time of 2:18.58. Eric Mundt was
a double winner in the one meter
and three meter dives, but the
men fell just short, 118-105.
Despite the loss on the men's

side, head coach Phil Palumbo
was quite pleased with the performance of both teams.
"The team had some
of their best times this season,"
Palumbo said. "Some even
swam their personal best."
The swim team is gearing up for the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference championships on February 15-17 at
Marist College. Although it is
hard to predict where the team
will place at this meet, Palumbo
has a lot of confidence in his
swimmers.
"We will swim very,
very well, especially after what
we did on Saturday," Palumbo
said. "But it'shard to tell where
you are going to place. There
are a lot of good teams in the

conference."
On the men's side,
Mike Griek, Pete Fox, and Chris
Warenkiewicz are all ranked in
the top ten in the MAAC in their
respective events. For the
women, Kristin Conlin is currently second in the conference
in both the 500 meter and 1000
meter freestyle, while Julie
Thorson is ranked third in the
100 meter backstroke. Also
ranked in the top ten in the
MAAC in their respective events
are Nancy Longo, Allison
Sebago, Gretchen Fielder,
Veronica Leddy, and Kate Lawless. The relay team of Thorson,
Fielder, Leddy and Longo are
also ranked third in the MAAC
in the 400 meter freestyle.

Sometimes it's better
to be somebody else
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
First of all, I would like to apologize to all those people who
were confused, curious, or maybe even disappointed when my picture
did not appear in its usual place last week at the top of my column.
Don't worry, I'm not going through an identity crisis or anything like
that and the words "Rick photo" were not implanted on my face over
Christmas break. Mistakes happen, whether it be due to human error
or crazy computers at the printer's office, and it was a little bit of both
that led to my mysterious disappearance last week.
But after looking on the back page of The Mirror and seeing
that I had been erased, I began to think about who I might want to be
if I were no longer Rick Thomson. I thought about being Brett Favre,
the Green Bay Packers quarterback who just led his team to a Super
Bowl victory. But then I remembered how he had to overcome an
addiction to pain killers, which leads me to believe that season after
season of getting bounced around by some of the roughest men in the
world
might not be the life for me. I also thought about being tht;
legendary Bill Parcells. The former coach of the New York Giants and
the New England Patriots is a true football genius who led both teams
to the Super Bowl in a span ofjust ten years. But, I thought about those
stupid Dunkin' Donuts commercials that make coach Parcells look
like Homer Simpson and decided that I should probably turn my
attention elsewhere. It wasn't until Sunday night that I finally found
the individual whose life I would like to lead. He is a 26 year old
investment banker that goes by the name of Lance Alstodt, and after
successfully kicking a 35 yard field goal at halftime of the pro bowl in
Hawaii as part of a Hershey's promotion, he is America's newest
millionaire.
Alstodt is the first person to actually make good on one of
these crazy, pressure-filled, one shot for one million dollars promotions that have become standard at widely-viewed professional sports
events over the past few years. Other such million dollar chances have
included a three-point attempt at the NBA all-star game and one
chance to pitch a strike at the World Series. These once in a lifetime
opportunities for ordinary sports fans to become extraordinary have
become even more popular than the game itself in some cases.
Personally, the only reason I even watched the pro bowl was to see
Alstodt score a sweet victory over Hershey's. The game itself is just
a ridiculous exhibition where the best players in both conferences take
it easy and try not to hurt each other for 60 minutes. That way,
everyone can enjoy themselves at the luau after the game and laugh
about how much fun they've had for a week in the Hawaiian sun.
At least the pro bowl provided Alstodt an opportunity to
showcase his tremendous ability to perform under incredible pressure.
I can remember how nervous I felt when I had a chance to win
something for nothing at a women's basketball game two weeks ago.
All I had to do was make two out of three three-pointers, and I would
have gotten free textbooks for a semester, which might as well be one
million dollars here at Fairfield. But instead, I stepped on to the court,
fired up two bricks, and scooted back into the stands with a smile on
my face as fake as that of the runner-up in the annual Miss America
pageant. Not only was I jeered by my friends and even my family, but
I missed a chance to get the best of the bookstore, something I have
been trying to figure out how to do for six semesters. However, I did
get a handshake and a pretty cool glass with the Stag logo on it, so I
guess that's better than nothing.
So, if all of a sudden I became Lance Alstodt, I guess I would
be a happy man. I would be able to get a parking ticket every day for
the rest of my one and a half years at Fairfield and still have 996,000
dollars to spare. Maybe I could use some of what's left to buy off the
town residents to leave the students at the beach alone. I'd spread some
of my wealth to my family and friends too, and the rest of it would go
to charity, because I know there are people out there who need the
money a lot more than I do. But the best thing about being Lance
Alstodt goes way beyond being a millionaire. It's knowing that you
can come through in the clutch, that you can rise up to the big
challenges in life and come out a winner that makes Lance Alstodt's
life so great. To me, that's worth all the gold in Fort Knox.

